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The objective of this research was to identify new markets and new market segments
for the growth strategy for a company. The company has been growing very strongly
recently and wishes to continue the experienced growth on the new markets.
The thesis consists of a literature review and an empirical part. The literature review
has recognized several factors that affect SME growth, new market exploring and
evaluating, business strategy and choosing the market segments. The data of the
empirical part was gathered from 60 interviews with different experts and specialists
and was used to map the overall markets and to gain specific market information.
Ten potential industries and 54 potential market segments were identified in the
research. Using recognized criteria from literature, technological features and the
company's own perspective, eight market segments were chosen as target markets. A
market segment evaluation -model was created in this paper. Using the model, the
eight market segments were ranked based on their attractiveness. As further action,
the company will develop a detailed growth strategy based on the results of the study.
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Tämän

tutkimuksen

tarkoituksena

oli

tunnistaa

uusia

markkinoita

ja

markkinasegmenttejä yrityksen kasvustrategiaa varten. Yritys on kasvanut erittäin
voimakkaasti viime vuosina nykyisillä markkinoillaan ja haluaa nyt jatkaa kasvuaan
uusilla markkinoilla.
Työ

koostuu

kirjallisuuskatsauksesta

ja

empiirisestä

osuudesta.

Kirjallisuuskatsauksessa on tunnistettu useita pk-yrityksen kasvuun vaikuttavia
tekijöitä, uusien markkinoiden kartoittamiseen ja arvioimiseen vaikuttavia tekijöitä, ja
lisäksi liiketoimintastrategiaan ja markkinasegmentin valintaan vaikuttavia tekijöitä.
Empiirisen osuuden data kerättiin 60 asiantuntijahaastattelusta, joilla kartoitettiin
kokonaismarkkinoita ja saatiin tarkkaa markkinainformaatiota kohdemarkkinoista.
Tutkimuksessa tunnistettiin kymmenen potentiaalista toimialaa ja 54 potentiaalista
markkinasegmenttiä. Kirjallisuudesta tunnistetuilla kriteereillä, teknologisin perustein
ja yrityksen omien näkökulmien perusteella näistä valittiin kohdemarkkinoiksi
kahdeksan. Tutkimuksessa kehitettiin markkinasegmenttien arviointiin malli. Mallin
avulla

valitut

kahdeksan

markkinasegmenttiä

listattiin

järjestykseen

niiden

houkuttelevuuden perusteella. Jatkotoimenpiteenä yrityksessä tullaan kehittämään
kasvustrategia perustuen tutkimuksen tuloksille.
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1. INDTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce this research to the reader. First, the
background of the study is presented. The goal is to prove to the reader the
importance of this study and to open up why this study is done. Then the objectives
of the study and research questions are presented to provide information about the
goals. The limitations of this study are also presented in this chapter. After that, the
research methodology is opened up and the paper structure is presented and
discussed. Last, the ecosystem behind the study is described and the case company is
presented and situated to the markets.

1.1 Background of the research
SMEs are the backbone of economy. Their contribution to the socio-economic
development domestically and internationally is recognized worldwide. (Tongue et
al., 2000) Their part in growing employment, output, promotion of exports and
entrepreneurship is well recognized. Many countries have already recognized this and
started to put much more effort on the economic development of SMEs. (Gupta et al.,
2013) Small businesses are also very diverse. They operate in any business activity,
in urban and rural areas, and in big cities and small villages. Development of small
businesses does not only benefit the economic improvement, but social and political
stability. (Amini, 2004)
The economy in Finland is going through rough times. The gross domestic product
(GDP) has been sinking for the last three years, even though after the collapse in
2009 it rose for a couple of years. In the year of 2014 the GDP decreased only a little,
but still, 0.4 %. (SVT, 2015)
The unemployment rate is also an important indicator of the economic well-being of a
country. A very large part of the widespread criminality, violence, corruption, and
psychic misery in western societies are caused by unemployment. (Amini, 2004) In
Finland, the unemployment rate has been growing under the last years. In 2012 the
rate was 7.7 % when in 2008 in was 6.4 %. The development is similar in whole EU-
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area and in the OECD countries where the unemployment rate gone up too. (OECD,
2014a)
Hey and Kamshad (1994) identified recessionary times as one of the biggest
limitations of SMEs growth, because hard times like this grow the intensity of
competition. On hard times like these, the governments should put more emphasis on
promoting the growth of already established firms rather than maximizing the number
of new start-ups.
Until a few decades ago, the academic research and policy-making was dominated by
the idea of large companies as the economic motors of economic growth. Large firms
were expected to have advantage over small firms because they are able to use
economies of scale and scope better in their advantage because of their size. This was
seen as a bigger contribution to the society and the economy, thus, employment
generation and GDP growth. (Krasniqi, 2007)
Empirical findings show that small firms grow faster than the larger ones. (Hart &
Oulton, 1996; Weiss, 1998) Because of this reason, the small firms should be
recognized at the policy-making level as an important contributor to the
unemployment. SMEs are important generators of employment, generators of
innovations, creators of competition and creating economic and social wealth. They
have a huge impact on the GDP and all of these abilities are based on the firm's
ability to grow. (Hey & Kamshad, 1994) In addition, employees tend to be happier in
small firms than in their larger counterparts. (Amini, 2004) Because of these
contributions to the economy, the SME sector has attracted a lot of attention of both
business and economic researchers and politics. (Krasniqi, 2007)
Fast growing small firms are important new jobs creators and because of that, they
have been studied a lot. It is also interesting to find that companies that grow fast do
not only employ people, but also survive better than companies that do not grow.
(Andersson & Tell, 2009) Still, it is important to remember, even though the small
ones grow faster, they are less likely to survive. (Jovanovic, 1982) About 55 % of
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small businesses fail within five years and 81 % within the first ten years. (Dodge &
Robins, 1992) However, SMEs are not only job and income creators. Because SMEs
are very flexible in their structure and they perform in a variety of activities, they can
provide solutions for almost everyone. They use resources that would be otherwise
wasted and they have a major role in economic stabilization. Any decline in small
business sector will eventually affect the economic state of a nation and the economic
growth. (Amini, 2004)
Even though, the area of small firm growth is widely researched, it is hard to find
specific information about it in the literature because the field is very fragmented.
There also exists only very little help about specific practices for companies who
want to grow. In some studies the importance of the individual is brought up and the
characteristics of the manager. Some focus on the company and the structure, some
on networks and some on external environment such as policy, laws, rules, norms,
regulations, etc. (Andersson & Tell, 2009)
Still, high growth is not solely depended on the size of the company, nor the sector,
nor the age. One of the most important factors of growth is the commitment of the
management. The best performing companies are active in a number of activities, but
particularly in managing their products and markets. The best performing companies
are those who develop new product and services to the existing markets as well new
markets to broaden their customer base. (Smallbone et al. 1995)
The market conditions have changed after the economic reforms; organizations are
under constant pressure to perform well, deliver quality, and do this with costs low as
possible. To survive today in the markets and meet the needs of the customers, it has
become very important for companies to differentiate themselves from the
competition based on their capabilities and competencies. (Gupta et al., 2013)
Bahadir et al. (2009) state, that innovation is one of the most important drivers of
organic growth in companies. Uhlaner et al. (2012) continue on that, that the smaller
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the firm the more important the product innovation is. They also state external
sourcing to be stimulating sales growth.
In this study, practical ways of firm to grow are studied. The case company, called
Efla Oy, is presented later on and studied as it tries to find ways to grow and expand
to new markets by using its competences in electronics protection that it has gained in
its existing market segment. The study is also interesting because of the hard times
the Finnish economy is going through, the increased competition and unemployment,
and the factor that SMEs are the cure. As a small company and as a player on global
aeronautical ground lighting (AGL) markets, facing increasing rivalry, especially
from low-cost countries, Efla Oy looks now for new opportunities to grow and
expand their business. The objective is very ambitious and admirable because many
small companies do not want to grow systematically these days or face barriers that
forbid the growth.
In this study ways of evaluating, exploring, mapping new markets are studied. The
study is also closely related to open innovation and external sourcing, since the
market exploring is done for a technology developed in Efla Oy in close cooperation
with a current customer. The technology is electronics encapsulation for the most
extreme environmental conditions and for even the most sensitive components. The
goal is to map the potential markets for this technology so that the company's top
management can then build a strategy for penetration and business model around the
technology.

1.2 Objectives and scope
The purpose of this paper is to study how Efla Oy can expand its business by utilizing
its knowledge in electronics encapsulation, which is a way of protecting electronics in
extreme conditions. It other words, find new markets and market segments. Now,
Efla Oy operates only on one market segment. It manufactures transformers,
connectors and prefabricated cables to behind the lights of airfield runaways.
Expanding in this sense means finding new application possibilities for the
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electronics protection knowhow completely outside of the current market. The
company operates already in almost every country in the world so new markets
geographically are not tried to be found. First, the possible new markets and
industries need to be identified. Secondly, as a small operator and a new operator to
the new business, it is not wise to conquer the whole market at one time, the most
suitable market segments need to be identified.
In order to meet the set targets and answer these problems, one research questions
was made and two sub-research questions:
RQ1: What industries operate in extreme environmental conditions?
sRQ1: How can the potential new market segments be ranked from Efla Oy's
perspective?
sRQ2: What market segments are the most suitable for Efla Oy?
The first questions aims to identify industries that might have usage for the
electronics encapsulation technology Efla Oy offers. The objective in this question is
to find industries that have problems related to extreme conditions and which need to
protect their equipment and electronics. As a result, Efla Oy knows the markets in
demanding environmental conditions and can start looking for a collaboration
partners for market expansion and discuss problems these companies have.
The first sub-research question aims to find ways to rank the identified markets to
identify the most suitable markets for the company. The aim is to find or create a
model that can be used to rank any industry based on the written literature about the
topic and Efla Oy's own capabilities and needs.
The second sub-research question aims to list the most suitable and profitable markets
for Efla Oy. The objective is to compare markets and rank them so that Efla Oy and
its top management are able to do decision where to expand. Things that need to be
concerned are the market size, market maturity, market profitability and, most
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importantly, are Efla Oy's resources insufficient, and is Efla Oy able to serve the
market.
In the theoretical part of the study, the aim is to find ways, based on existing literature
and theoretical models, for Efla Oy to expand its business and to recognize new
industries to operate in. The theoretical framework creates the base for the empirical
work. In the empirical part the research questions are answered; industries that
operate in extreme conditions are identified, a ranking model is created based on
interviews within the company and the theoretical framework to evaluate the potential
markets, and the most potential markets are listed based on the ranking model and the
empirical data.

1.3 Limitations of the study
This paper focuses on finding new potential markets for business growth for Efla Oy.
Business growth and expanding to new markets is a very wide concept, so it is very
important to create as clear and as strict limitations as possible. Limitations are based
on Efla Oy's needs and wishes and on the writer's knowledge and competences. The
target of the limitation is to keep the goals and objectives of the thesis as clear as
possible and help the research process to be as effective as possible.
The research is customized to suit Efla Oy's needs and the market expansion it is
going to undertake. For this reason, other companies seeking business growth might
not be able to gain any specific market knowledge from this study. Study can be used
to gain information about new market evaluation. Anyhow, other AGL-companies
and companies that provide electronics protection might find some new ideas from
this study for business growth.
The main goal of this study is to find expansion possibilities for Efla Oy outside of
the AGL-business. For this reason, possible growth potentials in AGL-business are
left out of this study. Moreover, the whole airfield markets are left outside of the
examination. The study does not either concern B2C-markets. The companies,
interviewees and potential customers operating in the market are not named in this
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thesis either does not the product applications or the components that can be
implemented with the technology. The focus of this study is in recognizing industries
and market analysis.
In addition, the study aims to find business growth potentials in electronics
encapsulation technology, in other words, in organic growth. Other possibilities to
gain growth, like merger and acquisition, are left out of the study. The aim is to get
the encapsulation machinery acquired by Efla Oy to operate on its full potential and
capacity.
The study is limited to concern only the markets and industries identified by different
specialists. The industry needed to be named at least once at an interview to end up in
this report. For this reason, not all markets in extreme environmental conditions and
possible markets are introduced.
This study does not argue about the time after this study. Questions like when and
how should Efla Oy penetrate the suggested target markets are not answered. It does
not take a stand in the business model for the technology. In other words, should Efla
Oy sell the technology as a service, product or as a whole, turnkey project. Neither
does it study the possible actions taken to begin a start-up aside to Efla Oy based on
this technology.
This report does neither include technical features of the technology, because the
nature of this study is more strategical than technical. Neither does the paper include
product development. The study does not take a stand in sales, marketing of the
product, pricing of the product, brand management, product protection, copyright or
patent matters and issues, and usage of the product, monitoring of the use or further
development needs.
The theoretical part of the study focuses on a review of gaining business growth
through expansion and ways of evaluating the industries. The section of business
growth strategies focuses organic growth and innovation as foundation for the
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growth. In the market analysis, section focus is in analyzing market attractiveness and
segmentation.
The empirical part of the study focuses on listing the potential markets and
comparing these to each other based on the empirical data. Many of the delimitations
presented here were discussed in the company during the research project but were
left out from the documentation for this thesis.

1.4 Execution of the study
The execution of the study consists of two phases. In the first phase, literature review,
earlier studies of findings of markets; exploring, mapping and expanding are
discussed as part of business growth and role of innovation is discussed. The
theoretical framework is built from these parts. The information was looked for in
scientific articles, literature and www-sources. Information was gathered from several
databases by using specific keywords related to the topic, like "market expansion",
"market exploring", "market mapping", "SME", "business development", "open
innovation", "evaluation markets" and "business growth strategies".
The second phase consists of the empirical part of the study. In this part, the set
research questions are answered based on the gathered empirical data. The study uses
qualitative semi-structured theme-based in-depth interviews as the primary research
method. The interviewees chosen are all experts or specialists in their own fields and
their knowledge and expertise was used to discover new product applications and
markets for the market expansion. Experts and professors on in the universities and
companies were interviewed and based on their association of the possible
applications the target companies and their representatives and experts were chosen
and approached for a more detailed data gathering. The study was executed in Porvoo
in Efla Oy from November 2015 to May 2016.

1.5 Structure of the report
This thesis consists of five main chapters. The introduction is the first one. Chapter 2
consists of literature review and theoretical background of the study. Chapter 3
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consists of the methodology of the study and the execution of the study in detail.
Chapter 4 presents the results of this study. Finally, findings of the study and answers
to the research questions are presented in the last chapter number five. The structure
of the study has been presented in table 1. In the table, each chapter has been
evaluated with an input-output scale find out more precisely and most importantly
what has been achieved with what income.
Table 1. The structure of the report.
Input
Background of the study
and purpose

Chapter
Chapter 1: Introduction

Theoretical background
for the study, theoretical
models and existing
literature

Chapter 2: Theoretical
background and literature
review

Research objectives and
theoretical framework

Chapter 3: Empirical
methodology

The theoretical
framework, the set of
research tools and
empirical data
The theoretical
framework, empirical
results

Chapter 4: Empirical
findings

The whole research and
all the previous chapters

Chapter 6: Conclusion

Chapter 5: Discussion

Output
Objectives, limitations,
methodology and
structure
Understanding of the
existing knowledge about
the topic, capability to
analyze the industrial
markets and tools to
explore potential new
markets
A description of research
methods, data collection
and reliability of the
study. Reasoning behind
the created models.
A mapping of potential
new markets and a
ranked list of them
Answers to the research
questions, evaluation of
the results and future
research
recommendations
A comprehensive
summary and future
recommendations for the
company
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The main goal of chapter two is to introduce the concepts of market expansion as part
of growth and market analysis to the reader. As of growth, organic growth and market
expansion are considered more carefully as this is the wanted way of growing in this
case. Market analysis is reviewed in the form of the attractiveness of the market and
identifying possibilities. Finally, in segmentation, ways how to choose the wanted
market segments is presented.
Chapter 3 is about the methodology and execution of the study. The natures of the
study and data collection methods are discussed in detail. The chapter also discusses
the reliability and validity of the study, in other words, the study is evaluated. In
addition, reasoning behind the created models is presented.
Chapter four the research is executed and presents the results. The main objectives
kept in mind, the chapter focuses on answering the research questions related to the
study. The aim is to gather a concrete list of markets by exploring and mapping
opportunities and rank them in the most suitable order.
Finally, chapters five and six concludes the findings and summarizes the whole study,
presents answers to the research questions, evaluates the execution of the study and
presents suggestions for further studies. Chapter 6 also gives some managerial
implications.

1.6 The ecosystem of the research
Efla Oy is a leading manufacturer of aeronautical ground lightning (AGL)
transformers, connector kits and prefabricated cable assemblies based in Porvoo,
Finland. It started over 30 years ago under the name of Ensto, but due to the growth
within the AGL-business a new company was established in 2003. (Efla, 2015)
The company has been growing strongly under the last couple of years. In the years
2013 and 2014, it grew its revenue approximately 20-30 % annually. In the end of
2014, the revenue of the company was EUR 7.1 million. (Balance Consulting, 2015a;
Balance Consulting, 2015b)
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Recently the company has developed its products, services and production process in
cooperation with its key customers. As a result, a new way of electronics protection,
called encapsulation was created for even the most sensitive electronics against the
most extreme and hazardous environment. Efla Oy has also invested recently a lot in
the machinery because of the R&D-process.
There have been also changes in the business strategy. The objectives behind the
changes are desires to grow. To gain growth, the company is going to reconfigure its
core business area; whether the growth will be sought within the AGL-business by
deeper penetration to the markets and with a more aggressive marketing, by
horizontally integrating to other business areas within air fields, or by being profiled
as a protector of electrical components, also outside of the airfields and transformers,
connector kits and prefabricated cables. As part of the change in the strategy, there
has been set also goals for business growth. The plan is to grow the current
approximately seven million euros revenue by 2020 to ten million euros.
The company wants to grow, but at the moment gaining growth is not possible any
more within the AGL-business since the company is already a leading manufacturer
of these products in the world with about 25 % market share and new airport are not
being build that often. The aviation industry is still growing about 4-5 % annually.
This means, that without any additional businesses, the business growth now
achieved will slow down. One of the main outcomes of this thesis is to help the
company to make the strategical decision for its future.
In figure 1, the business environment, the ecosystem, is described and the
transactions are also presented. The idea behind the figure is to simplify and describe
the current set of business and how the new business, once started, is positioned in
the ecosystem and the markets and where the focus in this study is located in the
ecosystem. As shown in the figure, currently the new business is considered within
the company (the inner dotted black lines). The "old-business", called AGL-business
and the new business in electronics protection outside of the airfields, share the same
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resources and suppliers, but follow their own set of rules and regulations and have
their own separate customers.

Figure 1. Efla Oy's business ecosystem.
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In this study, the focus is in the new business and the specific market characteristics
there. New markets need to be identified, in other words, new customers need to be
found. The market specific competition set of rules and regulations and end user
needs are analyzed. A closer look on patents is left out of this study, based on the
competences of the researcher, objectives of this study and the perspective of the case
company.

New Business

B

Empirical Data

Teoretical
Framework

Encalpsulation
A

Systems

Products

Components

Casting

Refinement

Extraction

Efla

AGL-Business

Figure 2. The value chain of Efla Oy.
In figure 2, the new business possibilities are approached from a different
perspective. The figure utilizes value chain thinking. On the arrow at the bottom is
shown where Efla Oy is now situated in the value chain of aeronautical ground
lightening; it provides components behind every light on the airfield. In a certain
way, Efla Oy can be seen also as a system provider, because it provides the whole
system, all the products, behind the lights and enable the system.
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Efla Oy wants to expand by utilizing its knowledge in encapsulation. In the analysis,
this means taking one-step backwards in the value chain since encapsulation is what
protects the manufactured components in the current business. From there on (A), the
expansion might happen with current products, new products or in a form of a
service. Most likely, the value chain will split. Anyhow, the new businesses (B) for
the encapsulation are identified in this study by using the theoretical framework and
the empirical data combined.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A deeper understanding of the existing literature helps to limit and specify the
problems. This way the problem becomes more concrete. As a token of the
understanding, a literature review has been made and it creates the theoretical base
for the study. It also brings understanding to the reader how the topic has been
studied before. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, p.13)
In this chapter market expansion as a part of business growth is discussed. It includes
reasoning for it, market evaluation and other issues like choosing the right markets.

2.1 SME growth
Business growth is defined as change in size over a given period of time. The rate of
firm's growth can be viewed as a linear relationship between observed size and
beginning and end of the period. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
The growth of small businesses can be measured in a number of ways. From a
governmental and policy maker point of view growth is usually measured in the
terms of increased employment. (Freel & Robson, 2004; Hoogstra and van Dijk,
2004) It understandable since the measurement of employment is the most relevant
for policy makers since as mentioned small firms decrease unemployment. There
have been a large number of studies carried out in different countries regarding this
matter. (Davidsson & Delmar, 1997) In addition, to the level of employment, the
policy makers often measure and are interested in the contribution of small firms to
the economic growth and competitiveness. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
The business owners have different goals. It is seldom, that a business owner states
the growth in employment as an objective of business growth. Business owners see
growth often as growth in revenue generation, value addition and expansion in
volume. (Gupta et al., 2013; Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007) There are still a number of
other measures ranging from objective measures to subjective measures, for example,
growth in assets, market share, physical output, design and launch of new products
and services, measures of productivity, return on capital employed, or profitability.
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(Tonge et al. 2000) Profitability can be measured in a number of ways: absolute
profitability, profitability per employee, profitability as a percentage of turnover, or
as percentage change in profitability. (Robson & Bennett, 2000)
Growth is always relative. Growth should always be evaluated in relation to the
growth of the whole industry or the market. It is considerably easier for a company to
grow on a market that grows fast itself. Another extent to which the growth of a
company needs to be related is competitors; does the company grow faster than its
competition? The third extent is the most typical: company's own history. It is
essential to prove that the firm grows consistently and for a long period. Gaining fast
growth is not necessarily as hard sustainable growth. (Storbacka, 2005, p.30)
The dilemma of the relative growth can be easily imagined in a situation where the
company can still grow although it is losing its market share in all of its market
segments. This is possible for example in a situation where a company loses its
market share in a market segment that grows very fast. The firm experiences absolute
growth even though it shrinks relatively. (Storbacka, 2005, p.30)
Growth is only a daydream for most of the companies. In a study made by Zook et al.
(2000) the ability of companies to grow sustainably and profitably was studied by
researching the financial records of over 2 000 firms for ten years. Criterion was set
to be 5.5 % growth in revenue and revenue and rate of return had to exceed costs of
capital. Only 13 % of the companies were able to meet the entire criterion. Another
very interesting detail about the results is that over 90 % of the companies that took
part in the study had set themselves a much more ambition growth goals regarding
revenue and growth. Another interesting detail is that the study took place in period
from 1988 to 1998. This period is often considered one of the strongest growth
periods in world economics. (Storbacka, 2005, p.29)
Companies can also grow in qualitative terms. Qualitative growing can be for
example the ability to dominate some specific market or a market segment. Market
domination can be achieved in four different market sections: customers, channels,
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products or capability and capital. One of the strongest sources of market power is
customer loyalty. It can be a huge competitive advantage in any market segment.
Other way to gain power is to create a strong position in the distribution channel of a
product or a service. A more unusual way of gaining market dominance is creating a
superior R&D department. On the other hand, companies that manage to create a very
efficient product development department are usually able to penetrate new markets
and grow their market share profitably. Fourth way is to grow a company's market
value. Market value enables greater investments and even acquisitions. (Storbacka,
2005, p.32)
Growth is often concerned as the same thing as growth in market share. Often
companies seek for growth in the markets product first. The mentality in this kind of
thinking is that 'the company has these kinds of products – where can they find
customers'. Often in this kind of situations the last percentages of market share is
made very unprofitably, especially in markets where the costs are fixed and
competition is advanced. Because of this reason, many managers combine growth
with unprofitability and they believe that they have to choose between profitability
and growth. This is true if the goal is to gain market share through dropping the
prices of the products. (Storbacka, 2005, p.27)
Anyhow, the advantage of the product thinking is the focus on the costs. It is clear
that the cost level of the company has to be below the average of the industry or
otherwise the company can be said to be doomed. Nevertheless, lower cost levels do
not mean the company has to sell its products to their customer in lower prices.
(Storbacka, 2005, p.27)
2.1.1 Approaches to growth
The growth of small firms have been studied a lot and for many years, but the
literature lacks a singular theoretical model. A large number of studies have tried to
form conceptual frameworks that have tried to capture the aspects of small business
growth because of their contributions to the domestic and international economic.
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(Gupta et al., 2013; Andersson & Tell, 2009; Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007; Hoogstra and
van Dijk, 2004: Tonge et al. 2000; Robson & Bennett, 2000)
Gibb and Davies (1990) divided the approaches into four main types: personality
dominated approaches, which focus on the entrepreneur's personal characteristics;
business management approaches, which focus on factors that affect the firm's
performance in the markets; sectoral and broader market-led approaches, which focus
on the influence of external factors rather than on the firm's internal characteristics;
organizational development approaches, which focus on presenting the firm in a lifecycle or in stages of growth. (Smallbone et al., 1995)
Robson and Bennett (2000) state that usually academics focus on three main areas:
the effect of SME size on job creation ability, how to pick winners out of the initial
stock, and the effect of the firm's age on the job creation ability. Dobbs and Hamilton
(2007) take the analysis even further and divide the small business growth studies
into six groups: (1) stochastic, (2) descriptive, (3) evolutionary, (4) resource-based,
(5) learning, and (6) deterministic.
In stochastic models (1), there are a large number of factors considered that affect the
small firm growth. The growth or decline depends for example on the quality of
management and the quality of customers, government policy and a range of other
forces, but each variable has only a very small impact. There are a large number of
these variables; some affects positively some negatively on the firms' growth, but
together they make the random difference on the firms' size. (Dobbs & Hamilton,
2007)
The stochastic models are developed form Gibrat's Law of Proportionate Effect
(1931). The Gibrat's Law implies that the there is no optimum size of a firm and that
size and growth are not related. It also argues that growth rate of a firm in a specific
time doesn't have any relation with the growth later for that firm. The main
conclusion of the law anyhow is that the growth of a firm is a random phenomenon
within the industry despite of the firm size. (Krasniqi, 2007)
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The descriptive models (2) focus on the internal adaptation ability of the firm. In
other words, how it will react to growth and how to continue it. Business growth is
viewed as a sequence of stages and crises. The models suggest that small business
growth is a long process that is interrupted by internal and external crises that need to
be solved in order for the business to continue its growth. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
All of them are similar in a specific manner. All start for the struggle of autonomy in
creation and the development of a profitable company. This is followed by expansion,
stability and institutionalization. (Dodge & Robbins, 1992)
In 1992, Dodge & Robbins presented an organizational life cycle model for small
business development and survival. Their goal was to study the problems small
businesses face in different stages of their life cycle. They state that the development
of any business, large or small, tend to follow a pattern, that can be described as
sequential and progressive stages; Start-up, growth, expansion and stability. Gupta et
al. (2013) can relate with this four-stage model with minor changes: Start, growth
while facing different challenges and crises, maturity, and decline. In life cycle
models, the business growth is considered organic.
In the evolutionary models (3), the growth of the firm happens randomly and is a
result of internal and external forces. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007) In other words, the
growth is not time dependent. The growth happens in unique circumstances, so there
is no standard model to be observed. (O'Gorman, 2001) The process is idiosyncrasy.
The same small firm might be fast growing, stable, or declining within a few years.
(Vinnell & Hamilton, 1999) The resource-based models (4) are based on a view that
the firm growth is depended on the managerial resources; the available time of
managers to plan and manage growth while maintaining running the current
operations. (Orser et al. 2000) Also resources such as expansion of business
activities, financial resources, educated staff are considered. (Gupta et al., 2013)
In the learning approach (5), the decision-makers of the company learn to create valid
knowledge to make the business grow. Learning within the business makes for
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example crisis management easier in companies. The essence is to understand when
and how are the managers able to learn the most in order to obtain and apply
knowing. In deterministic approach (6), the goal is to identify a set of variables,
relating to people, the firm and the industrial environment, to explain a major slice of
the observed variation in business growth rates. The emphasis is on what causes the
growth rather than how the business adapts to the new situation. (Dobbs & Hamilton,
2007)
2.1.2 Explanations of small firm growth
There has been a lot of the empirical research on the reasons of small business
growth. Zook and Rogers (2001) identified three tendencies of sustainable growth
companies: First, reduced scope of business rather than extending. Highly focused
companies with a small number of strongly positioned businesses do much better than
those diversified to many different businesses. Second, new business operations are
found within the current operations. Companies that understand their core business
are much more likely to grow. A company that knows its competitors, customers and
products are more able to find new business ideas inside their own boundaries. Third,
growth companies have higher performance targets. Too low targets might lead to a
lost opportunity business growth because the company is believed to have reached its
potential. Many managers don't realize how profitable a leading potion can be.
High growth can be achieved in a number of ways, but one of the most important
factors is the commitment of the firm's management on achieving the growth.
(Smallbone et al. 1995) In small firms, the ownership and management is typically
concentrated to one or two individuals and growth is not always an objective.
Improvement and development in firm performance and size is therefore most likely
to be achieved in companies that have specific growth objectives. A specific objective
helps the company to realize better the importance of growth and therefore all
decision made are aiming towards growth. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
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The growth-oriented strategy craves besides motivated managers also skilled and
capable employees. For this reason, the firm's ability to attract, develop and keep
these employees is very important in achieving the goals of growth. (Pena, 2002) It's
a challenge for small companies to find and attract skilled employees who understand
the processes and can make them run smoothly. Building confidence with them, to
trust them with the systems and customers, is also important, since a company is not
able to grow without its employees. (Eirich, 2004)
Small companies with differentiation strategy have also performed better than the
ones that have pursued other strategies. This is because small firms rarely have the
same economies of scale as larger firms, so their competitive advantages and
differentiation strategy is usually based on innovation rather than on low prices.
(Pena, 2002; O'Gorman, 2001) Therefore, emphasis on product and market
development is very important for small firms in achieving growth, especially for a
longer period. A constant awareness of new technologies, markets and competition,
are the main factors behind a company's ability to successfully introduce new
products into the market. Businesses that are able evolve, to broaden their customer
base; to develop new products and services and becoming more complex by
providing higher value in existing markets and enter new markets with existing
products, are more likely to grow. (Smallbone et al., 1995)
The power of customer compared to the power of suppliers has grown a lot in many
industries, especially in B2B markets. This has happened for a reason. Many B2B
markets have merged under resent years and centralized. Practically this means that
the number of customers is getting smaller and their power compared to the power of
suppliers gets stronger through this. (Storbacka, 2005, p.20)
B2B markets have moved from symmetrical and balanced model of bargaining power
to asymmetrical and unbalanced. If the share of impact on revenue of a single
individual customer grows big enough, the customer can even control the strategy of
the suppliers. In the worst case, the company is completely dependent of its
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customers. Because of the growth of the bargaining power of the customers, usually
the prices drop and the product specifications become more similar. Big customers
tend to affect the product specifications and try to chance them so that they are asbulk-as-possible. This way they can use their purchasing power to press the prices as
low as possible. Evolution of this kind leads eventually to deflation within the market
that concerns a lot companies within. Growth in this kind of situation is at least said
hard. In a situation like this growth, seeking companies need to focus on strategic
relationship management. (Storbacka, 2005, p.20-21)
Smallbone et al. (1995) found out also an interesting notion about the customer base
of the small fast growing companies. The high growth firms are less depended on
their three largest customers. They found out that if the three largest customers make
at least 40 % of the total sales on the company, the firm is more likely to experience
decline in their turnover. They found out also, that high growth firms are significantly
more likely to make big changes in their production processes. Changes like these
include: a move to a new technological base and a changes in the way production is
organized.
High growth companies are not usually production-led. This means, that the changes
in production are not made without first studying the market opportunities and
customer needs that the changes are meant to serve. The changes in production
should be customer-driven, not capital- or technology-driven. (Smallbone et al.,
1995)
The ability of small firms to react on market changes is a very important factor in the
success of small firm growth. The ability to change market position and competitive
strategy is essential for sustained growth over a long period. (O'Gorman, 2001) This
can be described as flexibility. Flexibility is a very important factor for small
companies since usually they are operating on a much narrower range of activities,
use narrower range of materials, employ fewer skills and serve fewer markets
compared to their larger counterparts. For this reason, it is very important for small
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companies to anticipate and predict changes in their working environment that might
have an impact on their operations and act accordingly. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
Gaining a strong and positive market presence is essential for any firm, but
competition from other firms in the market, who might be larger, will make it harder.
This is why it is also essential to identify what the competition is doing, so that the
company can create something very different for the customers in the market. A small
company that is seen as a solution provider or a profitably enhancer will gain market
share. That is why the essence of a small firm should be in simplicity and speed.
Small firms need to understand what the customer wants and then build processes
around those values. Thus, the firm's focus should be in technologies that add value to
the customers and give them a reason for doing business with the firm. A small firm
has to be flexible and creative to introduce new unique solutions to the markets. Only
this way will it grow to be larger. (Eirich, 2004)
Usually, small companies face their biggest problems in finding enough capital to run
day-to-day operations and growth. For most companies, that are under-capitalized, it's
hard to attract stakeholders. There are also other effects, for example offering longer
payment times. A 30-day account might already be hard for a small company, but
what about 90 days or 120 days. Larger international companies might be able to
offer an account of two years, which is a huge competitive advantage for them.
(Ketola, 2016) Already a small gap in a small firm's cash flow complicates day-today operations. In addition, the small company might face problems with advertising
the product or service. Advertising isn't a one-time expense and needs to be repeated
for the message to be effective. The last point is hiring new employees, because at
some point, when the growth continues, new employees have to be hired. Usually this
means also growing employee turnover rate and higher training and salary costs.
(Eirich, 2004)
It is not a surprise that the best performing companies face less difficulties in
obtaining additional funding from local financial institutions. (Pena, 2002) Good
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finance is a critical issue for a growing company and it has been stated that the
growth of most small firms is constrained by internal financing. A typical small
company holds on to all of its income, does not accept external funding, and growth
rate, because of this, acts like the cash flow ratio. (Carpenter & Peterson, 2002)
A typical characteristic of a small firm is the close relationship between
owners/founders and the managers. Usually, the owners tend to either fill the
manager's role themselves or maintain a high level of control of the business. For this
reason, the owners have a huge impact on growth orientation and performance of the
business. First, the founder has a huge impact on the culture and behavior of the firm,
since the founder leaves an everlasting mark on their business. Second, since starting
a new business is a very challenging process, variables, like founder's education and
prior experience, are critical terms of success to firm's growth. (Dobbs & Hamilton,
2007)
Changes in management structure and organization are characteristics of a high
growth firm. Best performing companies are more likely to introduce professional
managers. Professional in this sense is defined as a manager that has qualifications
for management and/or experience of management in another company. In addition,
the number of managers increases fast in the high growth firms. As a result, the
managers have more time to manage which is also a key factor of a high growth
company. (Smallbone et al., 1995)
A study made by Pena (2002) found out that managers with collage degree in
business education manage the majority of companies that are experiencing growth in
sales and employment. Education reflects to cognitive abilities and qualities and is
associated with abilities to process information and prioritize between activities. High
level of education is also linked with tolerance to ambiguity, complex situations and
receptivity to innovation. Prior experience in a managerial positon was also linked
with managers in high growth firms. It has been stated that prior experience allows
the managers perform better since they know how to avoid mistakes and make
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decision that have worked well in the past. Manager's age makes a difference also.
Young managers are more willing to take risks than the older ones, but the older
might have diminished physical and mental abilities or be less able to generate new
ideas and learn new behaviors. This makes one-fear risks. Older managers have also
stronger need for a status quo. Their biggest interest might be in securing their
position career- and financial-wise. In growing firm manager, also devote more time
to their company, form 50 to 60 hours per week. They might also make financial
investments to the company and leave other positions in different companies.
Therefore, the level of manager's education, experience and motivation matters.
(Entrialgo, 2002; Pena, 2002)
Generally, it is assumed that firms want to grow, but the external environment
hinders the desire and the ability to grow. (Krasniqi, 2007) Constraints and
opportunities rise from environmental forces, for example factors related to the
location of the business: nearness of consumers and suppliers, labor market
characteristics, accessibility to infrastructure facilities, agglomeration, cluster, and
competition effects. Population density and population growth have also positive
impact on business growth. (Hoogstra & van Dijk, 2004; Davidsson & Delmar, 1997)
Variations in demand like size, scope, and high level of activity in the markets affect
the firm's opportunity to grow. Periods of high demand, such as industry growth and
industry maturity, increase the chance of a small firm survival and growth.
(O'Gorman, 2001) On the supply side, variations in cost and availability of resources
have an influence on the growth rate. The level of competition is the denominator
behind both variables demand and supply. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
The role of larger firms in small firm's operating environment plays an important role
in small firm growth success. For example, large firm's strategies in sub-contracting
and outsourcing have a huge impact on small firm's growth potential. Small
companies supply goods and services in small quantities to larger companies, which
help the larger ones to develop their competitive advantage. (Gupta et al., 2013)
Because the environment plays such a great role in small business growth, it is very
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important to understand it. It has been studied, that it is possible to achieve growth in
across industry sectors and in different environment, but it is much harder in some
than in others. (Smallbone et al. 1995)
Since the probability of small firm failure is greater than of the larger ones, new
entrants should invest little by little and not all available resources at once to a startup, even though new small firms are more likely to gain higher growth rate in the
beginning. The early growth is explained by the small firm's need to achieve the
minimum efficient scale. Firms typically start small because their efficiency scale is
low. Firms try to achieve the minimum efficient scale, which means growth, and once
achieved the growth stables. Like small firm, young firm grow more rapidly because
they want to achieve the efficient resource base to withstand unforeseen external
crises. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007)
Traditionally growth can be gained structurally or organically. Structural growth
means that a company merges with or acquires competitors in the market (M&A).
This causes growth especially in revenue. Economic growth is often very hard
especially in mergers. Organic growth is the ability to gain bigger market share with
current or new products to current or new customers. On mature markets, organic
growth means inevitably gaining market share from competitors. For this reason,
organic growth is considerably harder way of growing since success depends on some
competitive advantage. (Storbacka, 2005, p.30-31)
Long-lasting growth is one characteristic of a well-managed company. Companies
might feel very strong pressure to grow. Usually, in this situations companies spend
all their resources chasing shortsighted growth and destroy at the same time their
opportunity for growth in the future by focusing on wrong market segments or
spending all the R&D resources. Sustained growth is one of the most demanding
tasks of the top management. (Storbacka, 2005, p.31-32)
The company to be able to grow organically, it needs to have some kind of
competitive advantage. Of course, it can be lower prices, but a more sustainable way
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would be based on a unique ability to help their customers' success. (Storbacka, 2005,
p.27)
Organic growth is one of the best indicators that a company is executing a successful
strategy. To grow organically, a company needs to have some advantage to its
competitors. Basically competitive advantage means that the company does the same
things as its competitors but differently executed: the company is more efficient,
more systematic, faster, closer to the customers or does something differently than its
competitors; that the company offers something different compared to the
competitors for example the core product is different: the company has been able to
identify some needs that the customer itself has not been able to express or the
company has been able to identify anticipate the needs of the customers and this way
make a gap between them and the competitors. (Storbacka, 2005, p.33)
Today the world changes fast. Technology evolves every day, living standards rise,
and product life cycles become shorter. It has been stated that the long-term growth of
businesses is the result of the ability of continually developing and innovating new
products. In addition, usually innovating firms outperform non-innovators. (Freel &
Robson, 2004)
Innovations are often the base of fast growth in any form, for example product
innovation, offering innovation, business model innovation, etc. Innovations can be
split up to radical innovations and incremental innovations. Radical innovations are
for example ones where the whole business model is questioned or a completely new
one is produced. An example of an incremental innovation could be when the current
business model is changed for some parts to gain competitive advantage. (Storbacka,
2005, p.31)
Govindarajan and Kopalle (2004) split innovation up to two different dimensions: to
radical innovations, which are technology based, and to disruptive innovations, which
are market based. Radical innovation is an innovation that drives from substantially
new technology relative to the existing. Disruptive innovation is something that
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answers the needs of a completely new and emerging customer segment. They
identify three characteristics of a company that enables the creation of both radicaland disruptive innovation: Emerging customer segment orientation, technological
opportunism and willingness to cannibalize. Cannibalization means that the new
product will take sales from the other products. (Druehl & Schmidt, 2008)
Innovative firms are defined as firms that develop new products, enter new markets,
makes management changes, uses new technology, and in general are changing the
ways in which thing are done. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007) Hey and Kamshad (1994)
found out that investing in product innovation is the most popular strategy for seeking
SME growth. The second most popular strategy was to broaden product range and as
third was found expanding into other geographical markets.
Smaller firms are more innovative than their larger counterparts are. Larger firm
concentrate more on products that have a steady or a predictable demand. Risky
products are left for small businesses. Small businesses it has been proven that small
businesses create 55 % of innovations in the markets and 95 % of the radical
innovations in the markets. (Dobbs & Hamilton, 2007) Usually, larger firms and
market leader release their new products only after the industry entrant, when there is
some information about the markets. (Mitchell & Singh, 1992)
Even though small firm innovate more than their larger counterparts, according to
statistic innovation is not a characteristics of a high growth company. An explanation
for this is that the importance varies between industries. In high-tech industries, such
as medical instruments and electronics, where product differentiation is a must for
survival and for growth, innovative products and constant on-going product
development happens in most of the companies. In more craft-based industries, for
example clothing and furniture, the development of innovative products is more of an
exception than a rule. (Smallbone et al., 1995)
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2.2 Exploring new markets
The market expansions discussed in this chapter consider expanding, exploring and
mapping new markets in a technological sense, not in a geographical sense.
Therefore, the literature is not reviewed as entry modes to new foreign markets, but
rather as new markets technologically that arise when new products and services are
developed.
Technological innovations create new markets for the invented products and services.
In order to survive, the companies need to react on these new possibilities. (King &
Tucci, 2002) However, an innovation strategy is not easy to formulate. An innovation
strategy contains more than just investment and timing choices. A company must also
decide what products to invest in, where to acquire knowledge to product
development, and how to acquire the knowledge. The underlying problem is the risk
involved. The investment could turn out to have less value than expected, the firm
could lose the whole investment or it may damage the past investments, for example,
the new products may steal sales of the existing products. Moreover, the new product
may damage the image of the company and its reputation or otherwise reduce the
value of the existing products. For this reason, major new technological innovation
are tended to be introduced by market new comers. (Mitchell & Singh, 1992)
The ability to respond to a new market is part of organizational abilities called
dynamic capabilities. Dynamic capabilities are organizational and strategic routines
that the firm uses to gain new resources to create strategies and competitive
advantage to the new markets. (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) If an innovation
introduced by a market newcomer is successful, even the existing market players
need to respond or lose market share to the newcomer. Sometimes the existing
players choose not to respond to the newcomer and are replaced. In this case, the new
product is not only a substitute for the existing product, but it also involves
completely new production method. Competition would crave new investments in for
example machinery, so the player chooses to drop out. When no further investments
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are needed, the market player chooses to stay, and often continue with the same
market share. (Mitchell & Singh, 1992)
A niche innovation is an innovation that creates a new market opportunity, but this
opportunity does not exist in the current market. The new technology can and should
be used to enter new market niches. (King & Tucci, 2002) There are always risks in
new market entry, to begin by, the high level of uncertainty in several dimensions.
Companies usually delay their entry into new markets because of this uncertainty,
fearing product cannibalization and uncertain investment, and enter only after market
and technical uncertainties have been solved. (Mitchell & Singh, 1992) Druehl and
Schmidt (2008) argue that even though the new product might open up new markets,
in the end then new products will encroach on the existing products. Encroachment
means that the new product will take sales away from the old product.
Cannibalization is a form of encroachment where the same firm on the same market
sells two or more products and one is eating sales of the other(s). (Druehl & Schmidt,
2008)
Although a company would like to delay its new market entry until the direction and
success of the market is apparent, it might not be able to do so. Strong competitors or
strong substitutes might set the company to enter before the technical and market
uncertainties are solved. The uncertainties might remain for several years. (Mitchell
& Singh, 1992)
There is also a third uncertainty, the uncertainty of innovation. Companies are not
likely to enter the market with identical products as their competitors. Therefore, they
face also the uncertainty of acquiring knowledge and internalizing the knowledge.
(Mitchell & Singh, 1992)
Most major innovations are considered rather uncertain than risky. (Mitchell &
Singh, 1992) A new market entrant does not have any specific knowledge about the
consumer preferences, demand trends or the seasonal changes. In addition, the
competitors are unknown, more specifically, their reaction to the new entrant.
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(Diestre et al., 2015) There are also other forms of uncertainty including
technological, political and resource. Uncertainty means that the potential new entrant
is unsure about the benefits of the entry and is less confident. It's the company's
management's task to deal with the uncertainty. The problem with, for example,
resource uncertainty is that when the company has to make investments in market
expansion, it has to anticipate the demand of the market. Higher the uncertainty, the
more likely the firm will under- or overinvests, or prevent the firm form entering at
all. (Dowell & Killaly, 2009)
There are several ways of overcoming the new market entry uncertainty. The key is
information. A firm can learn from its previous entries to unfamiliar markets. Prior
entries help the company to gather and process the available information better about
the unknown environments. Previous experience can also reduce cost of the new
market entry by reducing the costs of searching the new market, by using the same
methods to analyze the markets, and by using in general the same tactics. (King &
Tucci, 2002) Other explanation might be that firms become more risk averse through
experience. The firm might also have prior exposures to the market. Prior experience
increases the firm's confidence so it can overcome the difficulties associated with
market entry better and perceived risk decreases. (Dowell & Killaly, 2009)
Other way for gaining information of the new markets is by accessing a firm's
experience and information that already operate on the market. (Diestre et al., 2015)
According to Mitchell and Singh (1992) firms with active alliances with firms on the
target market are more likely to enter those markets because of the knowledge, skills,
technologies and many complementary assets.
Another way of doing this is by employing a director who also holds a position at an
incumbent organization board of directors, in other words, has a job in a company on
the target market. This is a very particular way of accessing the market specific
experience. The director can gain very valuable information from participating in
board-level discussion of strategic activities within the specific market, like
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information about consumers' preferences, expected trends, and the behavior and
detailed information about competitors in the market. This kind of information
reduces the uncertainty felt by the company. (Diestre et al., 2015) Other ways include
searching through published material and reverse engineering, but the individual or
organizational contacts are used more often. Individual contacts include academe,
research laboratories and competitor firms. (Mitchell & Singh, 1992)
According to Mitchell and Singh (1992), companies should expand into related
markets where they can fully exploit their resources. The more rapidly a company
does this, the better the competitive advantage is. The market entry always involves
the decision of commitment of resources. In making such commitment, managers are
betting on the firm ability to make return out of those resources. The uncertainty over
the future state of the market makes the evaluation of the returns hard, in other words
the demand of the product or the service. (Dowell & Killaly, 2009)
The company can use the new product and penetrate the new markets in three
different ways:


Fringe-market low-end encroachment



Fringe-market high-end encroachment



Detached-market low-end encroachment (Schmidt & Porteus, 2000; Druehl &
Schmidt, 2008)

First, in the fringe-market low-end encroachment, the penetration begins in a market
segment where the willingness to pay of the customer is low. The firm goes upward
the market and progresses to segments with higher willingness to pay. So, the product
is first sold at a low price and then the price is brought up as the interest of the high
end customers grow. The second option, the fringe-market high-end encroachment, is
the complete opposite of the first option. In this option, the company targets the highend customers, the ones with more willingness to pay. It steals those customers, and
encroaches downward to the customers with low willingness to pay. (Schmidt &
Porteus, 2000) The high-end encroachment requires a high technological ability and a
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brand image as a high-end provider because the other high-end providers will
response aggressively. Fringe-market is not a completely new market; it's just an
expansion of the old market. (Druehl & Schmidt, 2008)
In the third type of approach, the new product opens up a completely new market and
then encroaches on the existing markets. As, the performance of the new product
improves it begins to encroach the old product, for example, cell phones first opened
up a completely new, mobile, market and started to replace the land lines as the
reception and coverage improved. Therefore, in the detached-market low-end
encroachment, the new product is sold at first at the new markets at a high price. As
the new product moves to the old markets, the low-end customers will be the first
user of the product, because their lesser need for good performance and new features.
The high-end customers of the old product will reject the new product because of
performance problems, but as the performance of the new product improves very
dramatically, the high-end customers get interested and the new product becomes a
replacement of the old product. (Druehl & Schmidt, 2008)
In addition, the company should reconsider whether to expand on a standalone basis
or in some kind of cooperation. Going alone means the possibility of greater earnings,
but involves at the same time greater risks. Factors that affect the choice whether to
go alone or in a joint venture are based on industry, firm, and technological
conditions. Reasons for collaboration include spreading the risk, increasing market
power, sharing resources and gaining organizational learning. If the benefits included
are too marginal, the firm chooses not to enter an alliance. (Mitchell & Singh, 1992)
A joint venture lowers the entry barriers, but raises the exit barriers, because all
participants must agree on shutting down the cooperation before doing so. (Porter,
1985, p.8)
If the firm chooses to target market segments that have quite different market needs
than the existing markets, it gives the company the possibility to sell the new product
at a high price without getting an aggressive reaction from the competitors in the
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market. This is because the competitors in the market will retain their market position
for a time after the new entrant. However, the high prices may attract also other
competition in the market. The high prices are possible because of some latent needs
the market contains. (Druehl & Schmidt, 2008)
Kim and Mauborgne found in their study six ways to look for new markets by
reshaping the market boundaries. The methods are:
1. A review of many industries
2. A review of the internal strategical groups of the industry
3. A review of buyer groups
4. A review of complementary products and services
5. A review of appealing to functionality and feeling
6. A review based on different times (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.81-110)

Review of many industries
On a wide scope, a company competes with companies not only in its own industry
but also with companies in other industries that supply supplementary products and
services, substitutes and different options. A review of many industries means a
company should find its substitutes and find out why customers make different
decision between them. When the key factors have been identified and all the rest has
been separated, a company may be able to find a way to a new market. (Kim &
Mauborgne, 2015, p.83, 90)
Review of different strategical groups within the industry
New markets can be created by reviewing different industries. They can be created
also by review the strategical groups within the industry. Strategic groups are groups
of companies within the industry that have similar strategies. Usually these kinds of
groups are only few within an industry and usually they can be ranked based on their
price rate and performance. Usually companies tend to try to beat each other within
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the group. A blue ocean can be created between different groups by identifying
specific decision-making factors buyers have for when they choose a product form
different groups or change from one group to another. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015,
p.90)
Review of buyer groups
Companies within an industry usually define their customers the same way. In reality,
it is not about a single buyer but a chain of buyers. There is a group of people that
have a direct or indirect impact on the decision-making. Buyers can be different
people than the actual end-users. Sometimes significant influencers have an impact
on the decision-making (for example doctors influence what drug the patient buys).
Buyers, end-users and influencers are different people and usually value different
things. Buyer value more costs than the end-user that is most likely to value the easeof-use. Usually, single companies focus on one single customer segments like big or
small customers, but usually the whole industry focuses on one single type of buyers.
There might be financial reasons for this, but usually it is because of an established
practice. New markets might turn up when these understanding of the customer is
questioned. When reviewing different buyers groups companies might be able to
identify new value adding properties for different buyer groups. (Kim & Mauborgne,
2015, p.96)
Review of complementary products and services
Products and services are not usually used in vacuum and other products and services
usually affect the value they bring. Anyhow, companies within the same industry
usually have very similar offerings. Many useless value potentials can be included in
complementary products and services. Because of this reason, it is very important to
define the comprehensive solution the customer is looking for. The defining is very
easy; the company has to only figure out what happens before, during and after the
usage of the product. After that, a company only has to solve the problems connected
to the definition. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.100, 104)
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Review of appealing to functionality and feeling
Usually, there is a common opinion within an industry what customers find
appealing. Other industries compete in price and appeal to rationality; other compete
with feeling and underline that and the industries have thought the customers to
always want the same thing. Companies that are willing to question these common
ways of doing will find new markets. Usually feeling appealing companies offer
many additional features in their products, which raise the price of the product by
adding functionality. By cutting the additional features of the product may change the
whole business model of the company by cutting both cost and the price of the
product which might be interesting for the customers. Contrary, industries that stress
functionality might gain a boost into their business by adding a bit of feeling in their
products. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.104)
Review of different times
External and environmental factors will change every industry eventually. When
megatrends are reviewed from different aspects, new market segments can be
identified in the horizon. Most companies adapt to changes passively and bit-by-bit;
when situations crave it. No matter if the change is about technological innovations or
changes in legislation companies focus on reviewing the trend. Companies change
their way of doing according to the trend they are following. New markets are rarely
created when the trends are solely studied. Instead, they are created when identified
how the trend changes the customer value and how it affects the business model of
the company. When compared changes in one time to another, for example from how
the markets work now to how they will work in the future, the success is achieved
more likely. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.110)
When reviewing trend there are three basic principles; to work as a base for a new
market the trends need to be important for the particular business, irreversible, and
developing. A trend, like a technological breakthrough, arise of a new lifestyle, a
change in legislation or in social situations, can be identified whenever but only one
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or couple of them have an impact on the business. When a trend is identified, the
situation should be reviewed forward and try to forecast how the markets will look
like if the trend develops as predicted. From this point, a company can go back and
identify what needs to be changed to fulfill the demands of the markets in the future.
(Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.110-111)
The inventing and creating new markets is not about forecasting industry trends or
exploiting them before others, neither it about a process that develops the skill of a
company through mistakes in which the most creative business possibilities are
executed. It is about a systematic process in which realities in the market are
reviewed from a new perspective. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.114)
According to Druehl and Schmidt (2008), in the end, it is very important to figure out
and configure the new market and its own strengths; how will the customer
preferences differ in the new markets compared to the ones in the old markets. The
key is to find the blue ocean. If the company introduces a new product at the new
market, it is able to avoid competition and cannibalization with the old product. In
other words, it is important to understand the different ways a new product opens up
new markets and how it will encroach eventually the old market. It will help the firm
to pick up the best way to differentiate, position their new product and to find the new
market niches. (Druehl & Schmidt, 2008)

2.3 Market evaluation
There are two questions behind the choice of the competitive strategy: Attractiveness
of the industry and relative competitive position within the industry. Not all industries
have equal opportunities for sustained profitability and in most industries some firms
are much more profitable than others. A firm in an attractive industry might not still
be profitable if it chooses a poor competitive position and the other way around, a
firm in an excellent position might be in a poor industry so that it is not very
profitable. Both questions are anyhow dynamic; the industries become more or less
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attractive and the competitive position might change over time because of
competition. (Porter, 1985, p.1-2)
Michael E. Porter (1985, p.2) developed an analytical framework for understanding
industries, competitors and for formulating a competitive strategy. It describes five
competitive forces that determine the attractiveness of an industry, three generic
strategies for achieving competitive advantage, and how to divide competitors into
strategic groups and access the most attractive position in the industry.
First, the company needs to analyze the industry attractiveness. A competitive
strategy must be built on an understanding of the rules of competition that determine
the industry attractiveness. In an industry, the rules of competition are based on five
competitive forces: the entry of new competition, the threat of substitutes, the
bargaining power of buyers, the bargaining power of suppliers, and the rivalry among
the existing competitors. The forces are pictured in figure 3. (Porter, 1985, p.4)
The strength of the forces varies from industry to industry, and can change as the
industry evolves. As a result, the industries are not similar. In industries where the
forces are favorable many companies earn attractive returns, but in industries where
pressure from one or more forces is intense, only few firms gain attractive returns. In
addition, the forces are not equally important in every industry. Every industry is
unique and has its own structure. The five forces determine the industry profitability
since they influence the prices, costs, and required investments. The bargaining
power of buyers influences the prices a company can charge, as does the threat of
substitution. The bargaining power of buyers also influences the costs and
investments, since powerful buyers demand expensive service. The bargaining power
of suppliers determines the cost of raw materials and other inputs. The rivalry
influences prices and cost of competing, for example plant, product development,
advertising, and sales force. The threat of new entrants place a limit on prices requires
investments to deter their entry. (Porter, 1985, p.4-5, 7)
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Potential
Entrants
Threat of New
Entrants

Bargaining Power
of Suppliers

Industry
Competitors

Suppliers

Bargaining Power
of Buyers
Buyers

Rivalry Among
Existing Firms
Threat of Substitute
Products or
Services
Substitutes

Figure 3. Porter's Five Competitive Forces of industry attractiveness. (Paraphrasing:
Porter, 1985, p.5)
Porter (1985, p.6-7) names also the elements that affect the forces of the industry and
drive competition. The elements are listed in table 2. Firms are able to change the
forces to better or worse by influencing them through their strategies. Many
successful strategies have changed the rules of competition in many industries in this
way. Strategies that involve changing the industries can be also dangerous. A firm
can as easily as improving the conditions for its own good destroy all the profitability
of the industry, for example a new product design can destroy all the entry barriers or
increase rivalry or price-cutting can weaken differentiation. Still, the five forces
model does not eliminate the need for creativity and innovation new ways of
competing in the markets, but it can be used as a tool to find those innovations.
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Table 2. The elements of the industry attractiveness. (Porter, 1985, p.6)
Determinants of
Supplier Power

Determinants of
Substitution Threat
Determinants of Buyer
Power

Rivalry Determinants

Entry Barriers










Differentiation of inputs
Switching costs of suppliers and firms in the industry
Presence of substitute inputs
Supplier concentration
Importance of volume to supplier
Cost relative to total purchase in the industry
Impact of inputs on cost or differentiation
Threat of forward integration relative to threat of
backward integration by firms in the industry
 Relative price performance of substitutes
 Switching costs
 Buyer propensity to substitute
Bargaining Leverage:
Price Sensitivity:
 Buyer concentration versus
 Price / total
firm concentration
purchases
 Buyer volume
 Product differences
 Buyer switching costs relative  Brand identity
to firm switching costs
 Impact on quality /
performance
 Buyer information
 Ability to backward integrate  Buyer profits
 Substitute products
 Decision makers'
incentives
 Pull-through
 Industry growth
 Fixed (or storage) costs / value added
 Intermittent overcapacity
 Product differences
 Brand identity
 Switching costs
 Concentration and balance
 Informational complexity
 Diversity of competitors
 Corporate stakes
 Exit barriers
 Economics of Scale
 Proprietary product differences
 Brand identity
 Switching costs
 Capital requirements
 Access to distribution
 Absolute cost advantages
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Proprietary learning curve
Access to necessary inputs
Proprietary low-cost product design
Government policy
Expected retaliation

Often firms make strategic choices without considering the consequences. Often
firms only plan how they will gain a good position on the markets, but fail to
anticipate the competitions reaction to it. Usually, an imitation of the firms move by a
major competitor has bad consequences that can result in everybody having things
worse off. (Porter, 1985, p.8)
Satisfying customer's needs is the core success of a business. A customer must be
willing to pay a price of the product that is bigger than the manufacturing costs. The
crucial questions are: is the company able to create value for the customer and is the
value greater than the one their competitor's. The threat of new entrants explains the
likelihood of new firm entering the market and compete of the value by either giving
it to the customer in the form of lower prices or blow it away by raising the costs of
competition. The bargaining power of the buyers determine how much of the value
are they going to keep for themselves and giving the firms only modest returns. The
threat of substitutes is about how well some other product can meet the buyer's needs
and this way placing a roof on how much the buyers are willing to pay. Rivalry
within the industry acts the same way as the threat of new entrants by explaining the
competition within the industry and how all firms compete away their gained value.
Then the industry structure decides who gets the value their product creates to the
buyer's. (Porter, 1985, p.9)

2.4 Positioning in the industry
The second question of competitive strategy was the position of the firm in an
industry. The positioning determines whether the company will be above or below
the industry profitability average. Porter (1985, p.11) suggests that there are two basic
types of competitive advantage a firm can possess: low cost or differentiation. From
these advantages Porter from three generic strategies to perform above the industry
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average: cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. The cost leadership and
differentiation strategies are strategies for a broad range of market segments, while
focus strategies focus in a narrow segment, whether it is cost focus or differentiation
focus. (Porter, 1985, p.11)
Competitive advantage is the core of any strategy. A firm must make a decision about
the type of competitive advantage it seeks to be profitable. All things to all people –
strategy is a strategy for mediocrity and below average performance. Usually,
companies that follow this kind of strategy do not have a competitive advantage at all.
(Porter, 1985, p.12)
Cost leadership
In this strategy, the firm comes out as a low-cost producer in its industry. The firm
has a broad scope and serves many industry segments. It may also operate in related
industries because the width of the company is often important to its cost advantage.
The sources for cost advantage vary. They might be economies of scale, proprietary
technology, and preferential access to raw materials. Low-cost status involves going
down the learning curve, finding, and exploiting all sources of cost advantage.
Usually, low-cost producers sell standard products. The company is above-average
performer within the industry if it can achieve and sustain overall cost leadership. It is
all about prices. Lower prices than competitions lead to higher returns. (Porter, 1985,
p.12-13)
Differentiation
Porter (1985) states, that firms should differentiate their product from competitors
and Kim and Mauborgne (2015) suggest that firms should therefore position
themselves in the blue ocean, instead of the red ocean.
Differentiation is Porter's second generic strategy. In this strategy, the firm seeks to
be unique within its industry and some segments that are highly valued by the buyers.
It selects only a few attributes that the customers find important and places itself to
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meet those needs. As a reward, it gains premium prices. Differentiation can be based
on the product design, or delivery system, marketing approach. The company will be
an above-average performer in its industry if it is able to achieve and sustain
differentiation and if its premium prices will exceed the additional costs of being
unique. The firm must always seek ways of differentiating. The logic of
differentiation strategy is that the firm will choose attributes that are different from its
competition. The firm must be unique or expected to be unique to be able to gain
unique prices. In contrast to cost leadership, there might more than just one
successful differentiation strategy since there are a number of different attributes that
are valued by customers. (Porter, 1985, p.14)
In the blue ocean strategy, the markets are imagined as red oceans and blue oceans.
Red oceans represent all the already existing markets that are known. Blue oceans are
those markets that do not exist yet. They are unknown. In the red oceans, the borders
of the industries are defined and accepted and the rules of competition are known.
Companies try to defeat their competition and gain as much of the demand as
possible. When the markets become more popular, the potential for profits and
growth gets smaller. It is typical for blue oceans to exploit the unused market space,
new demand and the very profitable growth. Some blue oceans are created very far
away from the boarders of the current business, but most are created among the red
oceans by expanding the current business boarders. The ability to beat competition at
the red ocean does not vanish, because the red oceans continue to live along side of
the blue oceans. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.36-37)
The blue oceans are unexplored, since in companies have been concentrating for the
last 25 years on red ocean strategies to answer the growing competition. The means
vary how to compete from analyzing the industry financial structure to costs, from
differentiation strategies to focus strategies. Kim and Mauborgne (2012, p.37, 39-40)
studied the impact of blue oceans by studying the product launches of 108 companies.
They found out that even though only 14 % of the total product launches were
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launches on blue oceans they produced 38 % of the total revenue and 61 % of the
total profits. The impact of blue oceans is visible in figure 4.

Impact on profit

Impact on revenue

Product launch

39%

61%

62%

38%

86%

Red Ocean:
Blue Ocean:

14%

Figure 4. The impact of blue oceans on profit and growth. (Adapted from Kim &
Mauborgne, 2015, p. 39)
The biggest difference between companies that have successfully created a blue
ocean and with those that have not is their concerns about the strategy. The ones that
are left in the red ocean stick to a traditional strategy in which they try to defeat their
competition by building a position within the industry that they can defend. The ones
that that conquer Blue Oceans do not compare themselves with other companies but
use a different logic that is called value innovation. It is a corner stone of the blue
ocean strategy, because it implies that one does not have to beat the competition, just
make it irrelevant. This is possible by raising the value felt by customers and the
company and through this opening new market space that is not part of the current
market space. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.45)
It is important to separate value innovation from technical innovation and from being
the first on the new markets. Value innovation is defined as a new way of thinking
and executes strategy that leads to a blue ocean and the company differentiates itself
from competition. The blue ocean strategy differs itself from the traditional way of
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thinking because it united differentiation strategy and cost leadership strategy by
aiming at the same time towards cost leadership and differentiation. The formation of
value innovation is pictured in figure 5. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.45-46)
Cost

Value
Innovation

Buyer Value

Figure 5. The formation of value innovation. (Adapted from Kim & Mauborgne,
2015, p.49)
Because the value for a customer comes from the benefit offered by the company and
the price, and because the value for a company comes the price and cost structure,
value innovation is realized only when all these factors together are in harmony. The
first principle of blue ocean strategy is to change the market borders to gain
advantage over competition and move forward. This principle reduces the searching
risk that many companies are struggling with.
To escape from the red oceans companies need to break away from the boundaries
that are commonly accepted. In red oceans, companies usually tend to:


define their industry the same similar way and try to be the best within these
boarders



review their industries commonly accepted strategical groups (in car industry
for example luxury cars, family cars, small cars etc.) and try to stand out in
these groups
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focus on the same customer group whether they are buyers, users or
influencers



define the products and services within the industry the same way



accept the customs of the industry which enhances either on action or feeling



focus in strategical planning on the current time and the current competition
(Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.81-82)

No one wants to leave red oceans to end up in a pond. The new target market’s
demand needs to be big enough to be attractive. To able to achieve this, companies
need to question two traditional strategical practices: focus on the current customers
and fine segmentation. Companies tend to grow their market share by keeping their
current customers and by getting them to buy more. This leads to even finer
segmentation and adaptation of the offering. The fiercer the competition is, the more
adaptation happens. The danger here is that, the markets get too small. Firms should
focus on the similarities between the buyers. This way the companies can gain even
greater demand and completely new customers. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015, p.139140)
Focus / Niche
Michael E. Porter created the original concept of niche marketing in 1985. He
recognized the potential of focusing on a very narrow market segment and use
differentiation to tailor the offerings to meet the needs of the customers or by
achieving cost leadership within the segment. Focusing on a one single market
segment or a group of segments in an industry is the third generic strategy for
competitive advantage. The target is to choose a market segment so specific that the
company is able to exclude the competition from the whole segment. In the cost focus
a company tries to find differences in cost behavior in some segments and in
differentiation focus the company tries to find special needs of buyers. Such needs
imply that the segment is poorly served by broadly-targeted competitors who serve
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the segment at the same time as others. However, a narrow focus itself isn't a
sufficient tactic. (Porter, 1985, p.15)
A niche opportunity opens up when competition fails to meet the needs of the
targeted segment (differentiation focus) or when the competition is over performing,
in other words, serve the segment with too good products and with a too high price.
In cost focus, the company just meets the needs of the segment and no more. If the
company is able to meet either of these needs and the segment is attractive, the
company will perform above average. (Porter, 1985, p.15-16)
Niche marketing strategy has traditionally been seen in the existing literature as a
defensive reactions of weaker players trying to build proactive barriers, avoid
competition with strong players and survive in a regular market especially in mature
industries facing increased competition from low-cost and low-price rivals. (Hamil et
al. 2012; Parrish et al. 2006; Toften & Hammervoll, 2013) Mature industries such as
steel, paper, and petrochemicals face today an increased amount competition from
global producers. (Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)
Kindström & Ottoson (2015) argue in their paper that niche-marketing strategy can
be used as a proactive and even aggressive marketing choice rather than defensive.
Companies can set business goals that aim to growth and expansion of product
portfolios, of profit margins, and of customer relationships. They suggest five ways
enabling the niche companies to outperform competitors in both profitability and
growth. The five proactive niche market strategies are: (1) focusing on the customers'
customers; (2) making the effort to become a preferred supplier early in the process;
(3) interacting with customers at multiple levels; (4) extending the product offering
by adding services; and (5) focusing on the development of adjacent products,
markets, and applications. The niche marketing strategies have been pictured in a
business environment in figure 6.
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Focusing on
customers' customers

Developing of adjacent
business opportunities

Interacting with customers
at multiple levels
Achieving preferred
supplier status

External focus
(Marketing channel)

Extending the service
offering

Internal focus
(Business development)

Figure 6. The five proactive niche marketing strategies. (Paraphrasing: Kindström &
Ottosson, 2015)
Of those activities, options 1 and 2 are mainly externally oriented towards the
downstream actors in the marketplace and the rest are internally oriented towards
business development with a focus on product, portfolio, and market development. It
might be challenging for a niche firm to take action in all of these strategies
simultaneously. Anyhow, these strategies are reinforcing each other. When one
strategy is implemented to the company others it increases the efficiency of another
also. The first step of this strategy change could be mapping the existing services.
From this study the company can identify services customers are willing to pay for
and react on those and do a strategy chance. (Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)
In the first strategy, (1) focusing on customers' customers, the key element is in
focusing on broadening the business. Firms try to extend their market horizons and
grow by addressing the entire marketing channel by reaching for their customers'
customers. There are several benefits including:


Potential to grow with the customer by influencing and providing input to
customers' customers development processes



Improved processes and applications at the customer and industry level and
new ways of solving problems by using the special know-how the niche
marketers have
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The sales organizations is forced to become much more proactive, rather than
activing as passive receivers of orders. (Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)

This can be achieved in several different ways, such as technical seminars and
providing training activities. The contact can be made either by direct proposal of
new technological solutions or jointly with the customer. By doing so the company is
not only building its own reputation in the marketing channel but also the
intermediaries. It is important to move away from of simply distributing a price list to
customers. (Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)
It is basic marketing to understand that to exist as a niche player, defensive or
proactive, a firm needs to build a strong brand that the customers will associate with
superior in-depth knowledge, best offerings, and very high quality. The second
strategy, (2) achieving preferred supplier status is related to this way of thinking.
Companies should also engage in different customer pleasing activities, for example
participating in trade fairs and acting as expert consultants. It is a great advantage in
meetings with customers to have strong heritage in credibility reputation in supplying
the highest quality. Branding has become very important. (Kindström & Ottosson,
2015)
(3) Interacting with customers at multiple levels means interaction with the customers
in sales, production and R&D. The process gives information about deep customerrelated and application-specific knowledge and gives the opportunity to build a
relationship on three levels. Without the information about market and product
development, niche firms would face the risk of stagnation and too narrow horizons,
and wouldn't be able to meet the level of proactivity required. The sales organization
should change towards being more value-based and value creating. This includes
better understanding of the firm's products and services and of the customer
applications. The production organization should also be in direct interaction with the
customer and thereby learning directly from customers' knowledge for example to
understand better faulty products and underlying processes, deeper knowledge of the
core product and the applications in which the customers use it. The R&D
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organizations should give the customers access to their expertise and competences by
testing materials, co-creating solutions, and by creating tailored projects. This all
should be free of charge since it is seen to be involved in the premium prices. All this
leads to outperforming the competition, more effective processes of product
innovation and material technology improvement which leads to new and improved
products, better suited for the customers and their applications and development of
new products for new markets. This is all enabled by enhancing existing customer
knowledge and providing a portfolio of competences and high-quality products.
(Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)
A proactive niche-marketing firm is focusing on other areas than production, for
example services, logistics, business development, and sales training. They are also
consequently increasing the number of services in their portfolio. Services are seen as
a potential area of growth and revenue generation. For this reason, the fourth strategy
is called extending the service offering (4). The services can range from logistics
offerings (different delivery options, warehouse services) to material-testing services,
co-creation of offerings, and customer-specific R&D, for example allowing the use of
the firm's laboratory. The services do not only create extra value for the customers
but also deepens the relationship with them, thereby giving access to customerspecific information not accessible by competition. Again, this information helps the
company to developing and customizing offerings. (Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)
The fifth strategy of (5) securing future growth through adjacent business
opportunities is most interesting strategy for this research and the only one that is
aligned with the limitations of this study. The companies that widen their perspective
and serve other markets also, allow them to avoid the dependence on existing
applications and customers. In addition, the successful niche player dedicates time
and resources to developing their offerings to new niches and applications. The goal
of this is to make sure that the future of the company is safe, to grow organically and
to stay ahead of competition. In addition, other important aspect is that this allows the
company to make use of the knowledge they have. The exploration of the new
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potential markets and customers should be in business areas relatively close to the
existing applications of a company's products. Often, such developments to the
products happen in a co-creation with a customer. (Kindström & Ottosson, 2015)

2.5 Choosing market segments
The purpose of segmentation is to group customers based on how similar their needs
are into segments. A market segment consists of customers who have similar needs
and wants. Segments cannot be created, but they can be found and identified in the
markets. (Brady et al., 2009, p.334) Segmentation takes into account also how the
company produces value to the customer. The definition also states that the segments
need to be internally as homogeneous as possible and externally as heterogeneous as
possible. (Storbacka, 2005, p.67)
The segment should be:
1. Measurable: Size, purchasing power and characteristics of the segment can be
identified.
2. Substantial: The segment is large and profitable enough to serve.
3. Accessible: The segment can be reached and served.
4. Differentiable: The segment is different to other segments and responds
differently to different offerings.
5. Actionable: An effective strategy can be made for attracting and serving the
segment. (Brady et al., 2009, p.357)
When choosing a segment a company has to also evaluate two factors: the segments
attractiveness and the company's objectives and resources. The company can
penetrate the markets with five different methods:
1. Single-segment concentration: Focusing on a single market segment. For
example Fiat and Volkswagen have focused on the small-car market and
Porsche on the sports car market. In this way, the firm gain considerable
knowledge about the segment and can gain a strong market position. Firms
enjoy operating economies when production, distribution and promotion are
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specialized. The risks include the segment turning sour or a competitor
entering the segment. For this reason, most of the companies choose to spread
the risk and operate on several segments.
2. Selective specialization: The firm chooses and focuses on a certain amount of
segments. Each segment attractive and suitable for the company in their own
way. There might be no synergy at all between the segments. As stated before,
this strategy has the advantage of diversifying the risk.
3. Product specialization: The firm makes one product and sells it on several
different segments. A firm that sells a specific product on several segments
builds a strong reputation in this specific product area. The risk here is
supplementation. An entirely new product might displace the product of the
firm.
4. Market specialization: The firm focuses on serving many needs of a particular
segment. The firm builds a strong reputation within this segment and becomes
a channel for additional products for the segment. The company has to always
develop its offering based on the needs of the segment. The risk includes that
the segment might experience budget cuts or shrink in size.
5. Full market coverage: The firm serves the whole market with all the products
they need. Usually very large firms can use this strategy. Examples of
companies that do this are Microsoft, General Motors and Coca-Cola. Firms
can serve the whole market in two different ways:


Undifferentiated: The firm ignores the segment differences and serves
the whole market with the one same offering.



Differentiated: The firm designs different products for each segment.
(Brady et al., 2009, p.357-358)

The differentiated segment strategy usually creates more sales than the
undifferentiated, but at the same time, it also has greater costs of doing business. The
undifferentiated strategy relies on superior image of the company or the product and
this way appeals to a broader number of customers. It also relies on mass marketing
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and mass distribution. The differentiated strategy is to complete opposite of the
undifferentiated. (Brady et al., 2009, p.357)
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3. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The following chapter will introduce the empirical research methodology used in this
study. The aim is to create an understanding behind the methodological choices made
and behind the execution of the study. First, the data collection process is introduced.
Reasons behind the chosen methods are discussed, sources of data and collection
methods are revealed. Then information about the analysis of the data is provided.
Last, the research methodology is evaluated and discussed.

3.1 Data Collection
According to a very rough and simple classification, there are two research
approaches: qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative research studies numbers and
the relationship between them. Qualitative studies everything else. Choosing between
these two alternatives is based on the knowing of the phenomenon and the data to be
retrieved and extracted from it. If the phenomenon, its factors and their
independencies are unknown, they have to be defined first. To do this, qualitative
research is needed. Once they are known, quantitative research can be applied.
Qualitative research answers to what-questions and how-questions, which are used in
this study. (Kananen, 2011, p.37)
There has been presented a five-point list, when the usage of qualitative research is
suitable:
1. Unknown phenomenon
2. Deeper understanding of a phenomenon
3. New theory
4. Triangulation
5. Good description of phenomenon (Adapted from Trochim and Donnelly
(2008), available in Kananen (2011, p.41))

This study has been executed as a qualitative research that follows the general
research flow chart. It started with a problem and its definition. After that, the
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research questions were created to answer the problems using the research material.
In qualitative research, it is normal to set research questions, not objectives (specific
goals for the research) or hypotheses (predictions of the outcome). The research
questions can be of stated in two forms: central question and associated subquestions. The central question is a broad question that asks for an exploration of the
phenomenon. There is a general guide that there should not be more than one or two
central questions followed by no more than five to seven sub-questions, which
narrow the focus. (Creswell, 2009, p. 129-130)
The research process can be divided into planning, data collection, analysis, and
interpretation stages as shown in figure 7. The same flow can be applied to
quantitative research, but the tools that fit better to study this problem and
phenomenon, and which are used here, are different in data collection, analysis and
interpretation stages. (Kananen, 2011, p.36)
Planning
Focus

Data Collection

Literature review
(Theory section)

Observation

Data/Information
Sources

Interview

Ethics

Literary sources

Analysis

Interpretation

Coding and
classification

Conclusions

Validity

Qualitative research

Figure 7. Qualitative research flow chart. (Adapted from Kananen (2009), available
in Kananen (2011, p.36))
A data collection method in which people are asked about their own opinions about
the research topic is called an interview. It is a situation of interaction between in
interviewer and interviewee(s), typically between two persons. An interview is
planned beforehand and the interviewer is familiar with the topic in practically and
theoretically. The goal is that the interviewer gets reliable information about the topic
from important sources. The interviewer is always the one who establish the
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interview and is in charge during the interaction. The conversation is normally
motivated by the interviewer and the interviewee learns his/hers role during the
interview. It is also important that the interviewee can rely on the confidentiality of
the interview. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, p.41, 43, 48)
Besides one-on-one interview, which is the most typical way, an interview can also
be performed as a group interview. A group interview can be considered as a
conversation where the participants comment spontaneously on the topic, do
observation and provide diverse information on the topic. In a group interview, the
interviewer targets questions to the whole group or to some individual within the
group. Focus group interview is a special form of group interview. In it, a group of
carefully selected experts or persons whose opinion matter on the studied topic and
can establish changes are gathered together as a group. The group has a moderator
who clarifies the objective of the groups meeting and relieves the exchange of ideas
within the group. The moderator tries to create free conversation suggesting themes
and tries to include everyone into the discussion without him-/herself taking part into
the conversation. Focus groups are usually used when developing new ideas,
revealing the needs of customers and values, creating new services or planning
implementation of new technologies. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, p.61-62)
There are several ways of performing an interview including structured interview,
unstructured interview, semi-structured interview, theme interview, in-depth
interview and qualitative interview. Semi-structured in-depth theme based interviews
were chosen as the primary qualitative data collection method in this research. In
semi-structured in-depth theme-based interviews, the interviewer uses open questions
that are more theme-based than exact questions and that are same for everybody, but
the interviewer has the power to change their order. The interviewee can answer in
his/hers own words, so the answers are not bounded. The goal is to deepen the
answers of the interviewee, ask more clarifying questions based on the answers and
build a continuum of this. As a result, deeper understanding of the topic is created
and several shallow interviews are conducted with the same person. The interview
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resembles a lot to a normal conversation where an answer creates a new question. The
interviewees are not choses either by random, but based on their expertise in a
specific field of study. These interviewees are called informants. This usually means
that the total number of interviewees is smaller than in random pick. (Hirsjärvi &
Hurme, 2001, p.43-47)
Interviews are as a data collection method very flexible and suitable for many starting
points and purposes. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, p.14) Reasons for choosing
qualitative interviews as data collection method is that one of the biggest goals of this
study is to find industry and market specific information, experiences in operating in
the market and personal thoughts about the market specific characteristics. Face-toface interaction might reveal unexpected information and gives the interviewer the
possibility to react to these and ask specifying questions. The interviewees were met
at a location where they work and operate their day-to-day businesses.
The informants for the interview were chosen by using a snowball sampling method,
in which the researcher first chooses a couple informants, key persons that know the
field very well and once they have been interviewed they are asked to purpose other
persons to fulfill the already gathered information. This was continued until clear
saturation was seen in the answers, in other words, until new interviewees do not give
any new valuable information. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, p.59-60) It has to be stated
also that all of the informants had a high and respected position usually officers or
leaders of their departments or CEOs.
All the informants were contacted by phone and invited to the interview. According
to Hirsjärvi and Hurme (2001, p. 84) is the best way for contacting since it eases
actual interview session and the anxiety of all the participants. All, except one of the
interviews, were done in Finnish and then later translated to English. The exception
was done directly in English. The length of the interviews varied from 30 minutes to
120 minutes depending on how many interviewees were present, and found results
during the interview.
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To be mentioned, all together 14 focus group interviews were performed in the form
of workshops in which the goal was to identify the concentration points more
specifically. Experts were gathered together to discuss the application possibilities for
Efla Oy's protection solution and identify application possibilities in the products of
the companies that were representative.

More detailed information about the

interviews and the interviewees can be found in appendix 1.

3.2 Data Analysis
Data analysis is making sense out of the data gathered. It involves preparing the data
for analysis, conducting the analysis, deeper understanding of the data, representing
the data and making interpretations of the data. The process is pictured in figure 8.
(Creswell, 2009, p. 183)
Interviews as a data collection method created a lot of data that had to be transformed
into a more compact form so that analysis was possible. For this reason, the first step
in data analysis phase was transcription. The data from interviews was converted to
text to be analyzed to find answers to the research questions.
After that, the material was read through several times to identify repeated themes.
After that the coding started in which the material was segmented and ideas were
gathered in a MS Excel table. In the first part of interviews, themes identified were
the industries that operate in extreme conditions, and in second phase, these themes
were the special characteristics of the specific markets. The themes are presented in
chapter four, empirical findings with detailed discussion of several themes,
perspectives of informants and quotations. The final step was making interpretations
of the meaning of the data.
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Interpreting the meaning of
themes

Interrelating themes

Themes
Validating the accuracy of the
information
Coding the data

Reading through all data

Organizing and preparing data
for analysis

Raw data

Figure 8. Data analysis system used. (Adapted from Creswell, 2009, p.185)
In the first round of interviews, specialists and experts of different fields were
interviewed to find an answer to the research question 'What industries operate in
extreme environmental conditions?'. The interviewees were chosen based on their
special expertise in different fields and they consisted of researchers, professors and
experts on the university, experts and specialists in consulting firms and specialists
and experts within Efla Oy's own group. In the first round, 20 interviews were
performed with different experts and specialists. First, they were informed shortly
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about the study and the goals and given a short introduction to the knowledge of Efla
Oy and its technological competences. The main goals of the interviews were to find
out industries and markets that operate in extreme conditions and product
applications for Efla Oy's electronics protection there. From these interviews, a long
list of potential new industries was made. Pictured in figure 9, the long list was then
deeper analyzed based on interviews from round two, literature, and technological
features to create a short list of the most potential new industries.

Long list:
Industries in extreme
environmental conditions
Qualification:
-Theoretical
framework
-Technological
features
-Efla Oy's
perspective

Short list:
Most potential market
segments

Figure 9. The creation of the answer to sRQ2.
In the second round, the potential representatives of industries, markets, companies
and products were interviewed. The answers of these interviews were used to answer
the first sub-research question: 'What industries are the most suitable for Efla Oy?'.
Once again, the representatives were chosen based on their expertise and hints from
other interviewees. In the interviews in the second round, more market, company and
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product specific information was discussed and evaluated. The main goal was to find
new product applications for Efla's protection solution and evaluate the market
attractiveness for Efla. The answers were also used to answer the second research
question of this study: 'How can potential industries be ranked from Efla Oy's
perspective?'. To answer the second sub-research question, based on the literature
review, it was clear that a new model needed to be created. The creation of the

Literature review

ranking model is presented in figure 10.

SME growth
capabilities &
resources
New market
attractiveness

The ranking
model

Efla's
perspective

Figure 10. The reasoning behind the ranking model of the industries.
To answer the second research question the literature was studied closely to find a
suitable ranking model. When one was not found, a new one had to be created. Based
on the literature and the interviews in round two, different variable to rank industries
were identified and used to create a simple model.

3.3 Evaluation of the Research
Simply put validity measures if the research measures what it is supposed to and
reliability how accurately it is measured. (Vehkalahti, 2008, p.41) Reliability refers to
the consistency and repeatability of the measurement and research results, in other
words, if the research is repeated, will the results be the same. Validity refers to
whether the study answers the questions it was intended to answer to, in other words,
has the right thing been researched. Generalizability is also very important, which
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means the transformability of the results to other situations and circumstances.
(Kananen, 2011, p.67) However, usually in qualitative research generalizability is not
the objective. In fact, the value of qualitative research lies in the specific results
developed on a specific site. Therefore, particularity is a better term than
generalizability. In this research, this means that the market information that is
gathered and the results are only valuable for Efla Oy.
"In qualitative research, there are no absolute truths concerning reliability and
validity." (Kananen, 2011, p.69) Still this study tries to achieve the best possible
standard in validity and reliability. According to Kananen (2011, p.67)
documentation is one of the most important ways to give credibility to a study. For
this reason, much effort has been put on documentation in this study. The reason for
every solution and choice made in this paper has been documented as well as every
interview with every interviewee. Some of the interviews were recorded, then
transcripts were written on a propositional level, and in some, the answers were
written down, because of some of the interviewees felt uneasy about recording. The
fact remains, that there are transcriptions of every interview.
It is said, "There are as many interpretations as there are interpreters". Still, this
does not mean that the same research problem leads to a large number of different
results even though the same material can be analyzed in many different ways,
several angels and different problem settings. (Kananen, 2011, p. 67) The credibility
in this study has been increased by having the results double-checked and
crosschecked, material read and interpreted by the supervisor of this thesis. He has
confirmed all the results. A strict criteria was also set on the evaluation of the results.
In addition, as mentioned before, saturation was achieved during the interviews.
The results have also been triangulated by using several different statements from
different participants in the interviews; also, several sources have been used, like
interviews and existing literature. The findings have been descripted as rich as
possible and the background of the researcher have been taken into account. The
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results have been discussed from several points of view with and against. The
researcher also spent a prolonged time in the field developing an in-depth
understanding of the phenomenon and is able to convey detail about the site and
people there. An external auditor was also used to review the entire project.
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4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
In this chapter, the empirical results of the research will be presented. The results are
gathered from in-depth theme-based interviews with industrial specialists and
academics where their opinion and experience in their field brought up the results for
all the research questions. The findings are presented in the same order as the
interview rounds. First, industries that operate in extreme conditions are recognized
and discussed. Second, the most potential market segments are presented and third
the most suitable market segments for Efla Oy are recognized and discussed. A
ranking model and formula was created to recognize the most suitable market
segments from the chosen.

4.1 Industries in extreme environmental conditions
In the first round of interviews, the objective was to identify industries that operate in
the most extreme environmental conditions and whether there would be suitable
product applications for Efla Oy's electronics encapsulation solution.
All together 52 interviews was made during this research with 60 interviewees.
Approximately half of these interviews were held during the first round of the
interviews. The goal was to identify the industries in demanding conditions. Based on
20 interviews, with 30 academics, researchers, specialists, experts and representatives
of different industries and research facilities, 10 industries and 54 market segments
that operate in the most extreme conditions with possible interest for Efla Oy's
protection was identified. This is the long list of industries, markets and segments.
From these, a short list is made, which is presented in the next chapter of the most
potential new markets. The long list of markets and market segments in extreme
conditions is presented in table 3 at the end of this chapter. The industries named in
the table are not in a ranked order but rather listed as they turned up in interviews. To
end up on the list, it was enough that an industry was named by at least once by a
specialist.
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Many different informants mentioned vehicle industry, energy production industry,
and defense industry several times during the interviews. The reason why the first
two were mentioned so often is probably because of their connection to great change
drivers like hybridizations and climate change, which are hot topics around the world
at the moment. The last one was probably mentioned so often because in people's
minds defense industry is a very big industry that has demanding conditions. On the
opposite side, space industry was named only in one interview, but still it got on the
list and was qualified for further investigation. This example represents well how the
list does not take into account how many times an industry was named. The most
named single market segment was solar power. This is also linked to the growing
green values in people's minds. The interview process used in this research is
explained in figure 11. It shows what kind of interviewees have been used and how
the interviewees have been used.

Round 1

30 Informants/
20 Interviews:
Informants with wide
knowledge in a specific field;
Academics, consultants and
industry representatives

Answer to
RQ1
Figure 11. The usage of the interviews.

Round 2

30 Informants/
32 Interviews:
Informants with more spesific
knowledge in the specific
market; Company and market
representatives; i.e. CEOs,
Marketing managers, R&D
managers

Answer to
sRQ1 & sRQ2
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"One way to find potential new markets is to follow how the world evolves. It's
important to recognize megatrends at the world today and identify problems they
bring up." (Informant 16)
As an example of this could be the generalization of automation and self-steering in
cars. At some point in the future they are going to become more common and even a
dominant technology, but before that the problems in the solutions needs to be solved
and all the adjacent markets identified for example solutions that might come up to
crossroads and roadsides. When that happens, a supplier needs to be there with their
product.
Vehicle industry was named as an industry in most demanding conditions by many
informants and not only (electric) passenger cars, but also (electric) busses, heavy
machinery, metros, trams, vehicles in the defense industry and the whole fuel
distribution chain. Hybridization brings also great new opportunities in the form of
for example wireless charging and induction.
"The induction plates can be in the future wherever; underground, inside the road or
beside the road. They can be for example on a highway inside the asphalt or inside
the railings so that the car charges at the same time it is being driven." (Informant
26)
Offshore vehicles, was an industry that was studied very closely from the beginning
of this study, because water and electricity are known to be a bad combination.
"Electrification and hybridization are very big trends in the water transportation
markets at the moment from the small to the large vessels." (Informant 16)
"Efla Oy's solution enables bringing more power to the electric water transportation.
In the solutions now only a few micro-amps are used." (Informant 26)
Overall, electrical vehicles like hybrid boats, electric cars, truck and other heavy
machinery, all of them are struggling with water. (1) The vehicle industry is anyhow
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removed from further exploration as the industry is highly competed and the
problems with electronics have been solved already somehow. It would be very hard
to penetrate the supply chain of a motor manufacturer since most of the motors
nowadays are manufactured in Asia and protecting singular components in these
would end up very expensive logistically. In (2) transportation business, there are still
some business areas that need to be considered for example areas that have very high
safety demands; where safety is the highest concern for example tunnels, lightning,
and speed cameras.
Another example of an industry with high safety standards would be crane industry.
Cranes, especially those that operate lift things that are very heavy or very high are
only operated when everything is certainly working in the machine. This puts some
pressure on electronics and sensors used in the cranes, they need to be working
properly to be able to check if the systems are operating as they should. Other cranes
mentioned, were the ones operated in harbors for example container cranes. There the
nearby sea causes some troubles in corrosion of the components.
"Digitalization brings opportunities in every industry. The challenge is to find ones
that start to utilize it first in outside conditions. Once the first opens the game the rest
will follow." (Informant 16)
Digitalization has changed our everyday life. One could even say that digitalization
and everyday life are synonyms. The consumers are strong right now. The consumer
power is growing and never before has it been this strong. This is enabled by the vast
options. (Geber-Tier, 2016) For this reason consumer markets have been left out of
this report.
There is a clear link between digitalization, electrification, hybridization and the
generalization of sensors. In many interviews, different sensors were seen as a very
potential business area. Especially in those that are outside in the wild nature.
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"There is a lot of experience within this field in Finland. Many companies do process
measurements in demanding conditions and are the top of the world within this field."
(Informant 43)
One industry that could combine the extreme environmental conditions and the
megatrend of digitalization is (3) waste management. Besides, along with energy
production, it is an industry that will always exist. There has come a lot of innovation
in the field recently, but the market is very conservative and does not accept change
very well. This is a problem for Efla Oy who wants to enter the market by utilizing
the opportunity of new technological breakthroughs.
"The technology is at its best when it is put into the ground or sank in water. The
question is: What is so valuable that it is worth to protect and pays enough?"
(Informant 16)
There are several possible markets for Efla Oy's protection in the (4) energy
protection sector. For example, wind power, solar power, nuclear power and wave
power. The wind power industry could be one of the most potential of these. The
wind power plants are usually placed in very challenging environmental conditions
for example hundreds kilometer out in the sea. The wind power plants contain
electrical systems that need to be functional in every situation and it is very expensive
to maintain these power plants.
"According to forecasts today the wind power industry will grow very fast in the
future, but who knows… The development will stop fast if something unexpected
happens in the markets, for example the Chinese do not want to invest in wind power
anymore." (Informant 16)
From renewable energy sources, the solar industry is also growing fast. There the
possible application areas could be in connectors and the inverters. Efla Oy's good
knowledge in connectors was seen as a solution in other industries also, for example
in process industry, ground cables, obstruction lights and smart city solutions. The
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advantage of Efla Oy's connectors is in their ease of use, which is seen mostly as the
biggest advantage by the end-users, the installers. For example in obstruction lights in
wind turbines or funnels where the installers have climb very high places for a long
time in demanding weather conditions.
The renewable energy protection industry is anyhow removed from further review in
this study since the industry is now a very trendy industry and the competition is very
aggressive at the market. There are still other business areas linked to the energy
production sector for example, business areas that are related to safety of the
production plants. Environmental businesses and Cleantech are also removed from
further investigation as a result.
"The competition in environmental and Cleantech business is very hard. For example
in China, there is about 1000 solar panel manufacturers for each Finnish
manufacturer, and they produce them much cheaper and with okay quality. One has
to be very good in what one does to be able to be successful". (Informant 49)
The informant continued:
"The environmental business is very trendy at the moment and there is a lot of traffic.
The latest trend is smart homes. New applications and measurement systems that
measure for example energy consumption have risen lately at an accelerating pace."
(Informant 49)
(5) In the electronics industry there was several potential new market segments
identified. Lighting industry was seen as a very potential new business area, and not
least because the company already partly operates in the field outside airfields; Efla
Oy supplies the connectors for Helsinki city Christmas lights. Obstruction lights is
probably the most potential market segment in this market because of the high
installation places, need for low level maintenance, niche market and the demand
quality and safety. Other potential market segments in electronics industry were
sensors like machine control systems and weather observation systems.
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(6) Food industry and (7) electricity supply industry were also identified as industries
in very demanding conditions. They were anyhow left out of the further review, since
it got very clear from the start that the industries are heavily competed and the profit
from them would be limited since big players that have advanced in heavy price
competition already dominate the industries. Entering these markets would be
entering red oceans. Anyhow, (8) defense industry and (9) space industry, two
industries that are traditionally thought to be very fiercely competed, got qualified for
further analysis, since interesting market segments were identified in them early.
Mines have very extreme environmental conditions and high safety regulations for
example explosion protection is very important. Water is one of the biggest
challenges for mining industry. One informant estimated that about 10 % of world's
fresh water supply is in the mines. Even though, the mining industry fulfills the set
criteria for environmental challenges and has strict safety regulations, the problem is
the market potential. For example for pressure filters that used in mines, the demand
annually is some dozens. The machinery is very expensive but the volume is not
massive. Other business areas that were stated from (10) process industry were steel
industry, paper and pulp industry, chemical industry, oil and gas industry and textile
industry. These are also very old industries and the problems are solved somehow
already. Competition is also hard there since it is known that within these industries
revolves a lot of money. Efla needs also an annual volume of at least hundreds of
units.
The list is not claimed to be a complete list of industries in the most demanding
environments. This is a list based on the statement of 30 experts and specialists asked
to recognized industries in extreme environmental conditions. There might still be
industries that are not recognized here. In addition, all the experts and specialists,
except one, were Finnish citizens and might have an impact on the result. Additional
industries might be found outside of Finnish and European way of thinking.
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Table 3. Identified industries in extreme environmental conditions.
Industry:
(1) Vehicle
industry

Segments:
Airplanes, cars, busses, boats, trains, trams,
metros, ships, heavy machinery, cranes;

(2) Traffic
industry

Traffic signs (railroads, marine, roads,
tunnels), safety equipment, speed cameras,
helicopter landing areas;
Landfills, waste water management,
incinerators;

(3) Waste
management
industry
(4) Energy
production
industry
(5) Electronics
industry

(6) Electricity
supply
industry
(7) Food
industry
(8) Space
industry
(9) Defense
industry

(10) Process
industry

Recommendation:
Not qualified; High
competition, high
market uncertainty
Qualified

Not qualified; High
market uncertainty

Nuclear power, solar power, wind power,
wave power;

Not qualified; High
competition

Healthcare equipment, sensors, power tools,
telecommunication applications, machine
control systems, lightening, weather
applications;
No closer review taken because it was clear
from the start that this segment is not
suitable for Efla Oy.
No closer review taken because it was clear
from the start that this segment is not
suitable for Efla Oy.
(Small) satellites

Qualified

Telephones, radios, dark vision equipment,
light amplifiers, (infrared) cameras, motions
sensors, microphones, military vehicles,
distance measurement systems;
Chemical, mining, paper & pulp, steel,
textile, oil & gas;

Qualified

Not qualified;
Voltages >15 kV
Not qualified; High
competition
Qualified

Not qualified; High
market uncertainty,
low annual volume

On the left side in table 3, there are the 10 mother industries and in the middle, the 54
more accurate market segments in them. Table 3 takes also a stand in whether the
industry or market segments are taken into further consideration, in other words, is it
qualified or not. The criterion is discussed in more detail later in chapter 4.2.
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4.2 The most potential market segments
Now when the industries that operate in the most demanding environmental
conditions have been identified, the most potential and suitable ones for Efla Oy need
to be recognized. Several criteria decrease the number of target markets on the list. In
the following chapters, the most potential markets and market segments are
presented. Afterwards, the goal is to identify the most suitable markets were Efla Oy
could establish a strong market presence by using differentiation strategy. An ideal
situation would be to be a unique player in the market and be able to ask a premium
price. Quality has to be the most valued attribute with the customer and the best
protection against the environment has to be a requirement.
"The global markets are at stagnation at the moment. The world will lie in same pits
for a long time and no fast growth is not foreseen for a long time. Growth will only
come to companies that look for new opportunities in new market segments."
(Informant 47)
In the near future, the best companies are the ones that invest in business
development through new market segment expansion.
"Earlier companies looked for development in new markets for existing products. It is
no surprise that after this, a need for development was found in the efficiency of the
supply chain. Now, a rising trend is finding completely new industries to move into."
(Informant 47)
Another informant put it like this:
"Efla Oy is facing a very traditional problem; a company can do something very well,
but the market is satisfied or gets smaller. This forces the company to look for new
possibilities elsewhere. New applications can be found even in the most surprising
business areas. This new business area can eventually become greater than the
original one... I strongly believe that there are markets for this solution." (Informant
16)
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To clarify the main objective and the reasons for choosing some specific market
segments as the most potential to the reader, a SWOT-analysis was made about the
company that highlights the strengths and weaknesses of the case company as well as
the opportunities and the threats. The analysis is presented in table 4.
Table 4. SWOT-analysis of Efla Oy.
Strengths:
 Part of a bigger and stronger group
 Strong presence in the current market
and strong profits
 Good know-how and expertise in
materials used
 100 % quality
 Experience in operating globally
 Electronics protection:
- Great features in extreme
environmental conditions
- Non-box shape
- The most sensitive electronics
Opportunities:
 Agile partner in deliveries and R&D
 Megatrends
 New business opportunities in
industries in extreme conditions
 Component supplier of larger systems
 Experience in fulfilling demanding
requirements
 Optimal voltage <15 kV
 Expansion in AGL and airfields
 Bigger capacity

Weaknesses:
 Small company, small resources
 Very depended on few customers
 Internal knowledge lacking outside
the current business
 Electronics protection:
- Once sealed, can't be opened
- A lot of handwork needed

Threats:
 Internal change resistant
 Losing market presence in current
market
 Problems with supply chain
 Electronics protection:
- The solution is too unique
- Not able to solve mold technical
features

Strengths
Efla Oy is part of a bigger concern, EM Group. As a result, financial resources when
needed are better achievable than for the most SME's. Efla Oy has also a strong
presence in the current market. Even though it is a small company, it has a market
share of about 25 %. It has also a very strong expertise in materials it uses via its
wide network. Material information is easily achieved from supplier, developers and
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research institutes. The best quality is achieved through 100 % testing of the
products. Efla Oy has also good experience in operating globally since 98 % of its
products are exported. The new market segment should preferably be similar. The
electronics protection of the company is also state of the art, since its features to
sustain in extreme temperatures (-60 ºC/+140 ºC), water, chemicals, nature forces (for
example UV and lightning), pests, vibration and even impact. Even the most sensitive
electronics like circuit boards can be protected up to even 20 years. It is being used
around the world from the cold in Siberia to the heat of Abu Dhabi and the rainy and
stormy airfield in Indonesia. The environment can be even very hazardous since the
chemicals used at airfield mix up with water to become a very toxic and corrosive
mixture. It is proven to have very good features to absorb vibration and sustain even
impact since the products are located in the touch down zone on airfields where very
heavy airplanes land thousands of time daily. For these reasons, the new business
opportunities are looked in industries that operate in the most demanding conditions.
The empirical data in this research also found out that an additional strength of the
protection is that it does not have to be box shape when space is saved.
Weaknesses
Weaknesses of the company include the lack of resources, which is typical for a small
company, which also means that intense price competition is hard to manage. In
addition, when considering expansion to a new business area, the company is lacking
internal knowledge in any specific market outside the AGL-business. In addition, the
electronics protection has weaknesses. It cannot be opened once enclosed, because in
the manufacturing process, the electronical components are sealed in a thermoplastic
elastomer. Opening the protection means destroying the protection as well as the
component inside. This shuts out industries where the components need to be
maintained, but on the other hand, this solution reduces the need for maintaining. As
a result, this solution could be used as a physical IP.
Opportunities
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As a small player, Efla Oy is very agile in both deliveries and R&D. In both cases the
timespan is from a couple of days to two weeks. Another ability that was recognized
in this study was that actually Efla Oy is not a component supplier, but a system
supplier, because at the airfields Efla Oy supplier every component behind the lights
the cables that connects the lights to each other, the connectors that connect them and
the transformers that keep them alive and enable the series connection. The new
business area could be similar, where Efla Oy can supply whole systems rather than
single components. This is also a very important finding for the company since it
should change the way it sees itself. An additional opportunity of Efla Oy is that it is
accustomed to fulfill demanding requirements of the markets. This is seen as an
opportunity and the target market should have similar features. Higher entry barriers
also lead to lower competition that is good for a SME. In AGL-business, Efla Oy
managed to find a market niche with just about right environmental and market
conditions with high entry barriers. Most national aviation authorities like FAA,
MAK and IEC have certificated its products. In addition, it has fulfilled the ISOstandards 9001 and 14001. Now it needs to find a similar. In addition, when gathering
the empirical data for this study, it got clear that the markets are interested in this
protection and upcoming new product developments will be seen in the near future.
Threats
Internal change resistance can be a problem for the company in the future. There
might be problems as the employees of the company fear the changing future or do
not want to participate or cooperate to achieve the expansion and growth. Losing
market share in the current business is also seen as a risk. Now, AGL-business is the
only business Efla Oy is in. The company will face several challenges if it loses its
presence in the market since it is the only business it can rely on. This leads to
problems in the whole group since Efla Oy is the most profitable company in the
group and financing ones that aren't doing that well. Reasons for losing market share
include substitutes, new entrants, and competition. Other threats are linked to the
electronics protection. There was a clear signal from the market that the solution is
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unique, maybe even too unique. Customers might fear that Efla Oy is not able to
supply the needed amount of products in time because of the small resources and
there are no other suppliers in the market that can supply the wanted product or the
components for a co-developed product. In this case, the customer company would
end up in a situation where it cannot supply its customers. Efla Oy might be the only
supplier in the world that is able to provide an electronics protection solution like
this. Also, another threat is that Efla Oy will never be able to expand to new markets
since it won't be able to solve mold technical issues like how to implement holes in
the in the protection for example for lenses or multiple interfaces.
Based on the analysis, criteria can be set on qualification of the markets and market
segments for further investigation:
1. Demanding environmental conditions
2. Low market uncertainty
3. Low competition
4. Niche market
5. Annual volume of at least hundreds of products
6. Global market
7. High entry barriers
8. Possibility to ask premium price
9. Maximum electrical voltage of 15 kV
Each potential industry is analyzed based on seven attributes that have been found
affecting the attractiveness of a market: market size, market growth, market
requirements, market uncertainty, technological uncertainty, competition and
environmental factors. The attributes are all external, not internal, since the objective
is to study the industries and markets not Efla Oy's own internal strengths. From
Porter's Five Forces the bargaining power of suppliers is not included in the analysis
since there will not be any changes. Also, the bargaining power of the buyers has
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been left to only small review since there are no customers yet and the power mostly
affect the price the company can charge.
The market size of each segment is reviewed in euros and market growth as a
percentage of growth during the next five years (2016-2020). The attribute of market
size reflects well the market potential of the segment together with market growth. As
stated in the literature, no one wants to leave a red ocean to end up in a pond. The
new markets segment needs to be profitable enough and the market demand big
enough for it to be attractive. Market growth increases the attractiveness because it is
easier to achieve market share in a growing market.
Market requirements state the ease of access to the market, in other words, the entry
barriers. These entry barriers include for example required certificates and standards.
As in the case of most SME, also in the case of Efla Oy, the bigger the requirements
the better since they repel competition. Segments with higher entry barriers are scored
better. Market uncertainty refers to the reception the electronics protection solution
has gained in the market. Satisfying the needs of a customer is the core of every
successful business and as a result, the more interested the market, the higher score.
Technological uncertainty refers to the ability of Efla Oy to serve the market now and
solve the technological problems there, the higher the uncertainty the lower the score.
Competition refers to the competing solutions and substitutes in the market. In the
empirical data, no solution alike was identified so mostly the analysis is about
substitutes. As competition decreases attractiveness increases. It was also found out
that the older the industry the more competition is contains. The market segments are
also analyzed by the environmental factors, in other words to what factors does the
product get influenced by. These are factors like temperature, water immersion,
chemicals, nature forces, pests, and vibration.
Table 5 presents the criteria for the scoring for each attribute. Each attribute is scored
with points -2, -1, 1, and 2, 2 being the greatest and -2 the lowest score.
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Table 5. The scoring model of the market segments attributes.
-2

-1

1

Market size

0-375 M€

376-750 M€

761-1125 M€

2
1126-1500
M€

Market
growth

0-25 %

26-50 %

51-75 %

76-100 %

A few
requirements to
fulfill

Several
requirements
to fulfill

Market
interested

Market is in
need

The company will
need to acquire
new knowledge to
solve the
technological
problems in the
market

The company is
certain it can
solve the
technological
problems in the
market with
current
knowledge

The company
has ready
solutions for
the needs of
the market
segment

Some competition
in the market

Some
competition in
the market, but
has some quality
problems

No
competition
or substitutes
in the market

Fulfills 3 of the
environmental
factors

Fulfills 4 of the
environmental
factors

Fulfills 5-6 of
the
environmental
factors

Market
requirements

Market
uncertainty

No requirement at
No
the moment to
requirement fulfill, but future
s to fulfill
will bring new
ones
Market interested
Market not but no application
interested
possibilities is
foreseen

The
problems
Technological can't be
uncertainty
solved with
the current
technology

Competition

Environmenta
l factors

The market
is heavily
competed
with
solution
that have
the
advantage
Fulfills 1-2
of the
environmen
tal factors

The temperature attribute withholds exposure to extreme temperatures and variation
in temperature. Water attribute is about the exposure of the electronics to water, either
by wet conditions or water immersion. The chemicals attribute indicates the same
factor but for the exposure or immerse in chemicals. Nature forces attribute reflects
the exposure of the electronics to nature forces like UV, other radiation or lightning.
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Pests attribute reflects the presence of pests like rats or mice that might live or feed
on the electronics. Finally, vibration attribute withholds the exposure to vibration.
These attributes are important since all of these factors are found on airports. This
research is based on the fact that Efla Oy is very good at protecting electronics
against environmental conditions like these and because of this the scoring in the
environmental factors is highly valued.
4.2.1 Offshore industry
Offshore is a very wide concept that withholds every industry that operates far out on
the sea, not on the continent. The demanding conditions on offshore markets were
identified early in the study. Every industry operating offshore is constantly
struggling with the sea water, salt, wind, waves, and chemicals. It is also very
expensive to maintain operations and service at the sea and because of this reason, the
reliability of the products is very important. Next, some of the most potential offshore
market segments are presented.
Helideck safety lights
First some definitions: Helipad is a helicopter landing area onshore. Helicopter
landing areas offshore are called helidecks. A helipad is typically on a roof of a
hospital or another tall building. Helidecks can be located for example on a cargo
ship, a passenger ship, or on an oil platform. A heliport is an airport for helicopters.
Very simplistically said, it is a place from where and to a magnificent amount of
traffic happens to many different locations and probably according to schedule. The
world's largest heliport is located in Aberdeen, Scotland. It is located on Aberdeen's
airport. The world's largest heliport was born to Aberdeen because of North Sea's oil
resources. Aberdeen is the oil capital of the North Sea's. This helicopter cluster was
born simply to transport crew the many oil platforms and back.
The reason why this market is interesting is in its close relations to airfield lighting as
another industry within aviation business, but also because the industry is going
through some rough changes. In addition, the requirements of demanding
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environmental conditions are fulfilled since conditions might be even more
demanding offshore than on airfields. There are not that many official regulations or
ready standards in the industry, which brings the opportunity to be among those who
build them. In addition, the industry is very closely related to oil and gas industry that
is known of its big assets, even though the industry is in crisis at the moment.
There are approximately 12 000 – 13 000 helidecks in the world and the market is
growing approximately 5 – 10 % annually. There are not any official records so the
estimation is challenging. New helidecks are built approximately 100 – 200 annually.
The market is global with only a handful of business possibilities in Finland. The
biggest single market is at North Sea.
The markets are very fragmented with a number of small players. Most of them
operate on several other markets at the same time and do not focus solely on this
niche. This is one reason why the industry has not developed any high quality
standards and products. The customers are also very unaware of the quality issues.
The North Sea oil fields are the most strictly regulated area in the world in this
business, but mostly the regulations include rules about oil spill prevention,
explosions, fires and crew safety. In the beginning of 2018, helideck safety lights
become mandatory in the UK and the whole market and industry pretty much follow
what happens in the UK. The CAA (Civil Aviation Authority) in UK maintains safety
regulations and sets the standards for offshore helicopter landing areas. This
certificate is called CAP 437 and it is considered to be the central document to which
all other nations refer when modifying their own national regulations. CAP 437 sets
the starting point and every player in the market needs to fulfill its regulations to able
to perform on the market. Still the requirements are written very inaccurately in the
document, which gives the officials a considerable amount of power when there are
not any standard tests.
The safety regulations are very country specific. The North Sea area is considered the
best-regulated area in the world because of the policies of the companies operating
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there, not because of legislation. The companies try to keep up high standards
because in a case of something unexpected for example an accident. The expenses of
something like that might end up being very costly because an accident might lead to
a shutdown of a platform which becomes very fast very expensive since the day-rate
of an oil platform might be even a half a million U.S. dollars. The Asian countries are
in the other end. In Asia, there might not be any needed safety systems or legislation,
which brings opportunities to affect the market since safety awareness, is only
growing in the area.
The requirements for helideck are two folded: there are requirements set by the
aviation authority and there are ship-specific classifications. A supplier has to
consider these standards when selling products and components to ships. The
products must fulfill the requirements of rating agencies to be qualified and accepted
as ship components. There are several different rating agencies in the world for
example DNV-GL, RINA (Mutual Marine Insurance Association), ABS (American
Bureau of Shipping), BV (Bureau Veritas) and RMR (Russian Martian Register).
Usually different agencies accept others qualifications. Practically the requirements
concern every single component on a ship. Not every single product will be tested but
the whole system will be.
"What toilet paper is bought to the ship doesn't interest rating agencies. However,
what does interest the agencies is a thin line. It's always better that the product has
an approval." (Informant 50).
The low price of oil is seen to have some effect on the market size on a short-term
review. However, no other reason is not seen why the market development would
change notably in the future.
"Because of the oil crisis, there might be a small drop in the market size on a shortterm, but on a long-term the market will slightly grow". (Informant 50)
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Helideck safety lights combine three major industries and utilize all of them; oil and
gas industry, shipping industry, and aviation industry. All of them are anyhow
thought to be very environment unfriendly. There has been also a long-lasting
discussion about the amount of oil and how long will it last. Oil and gas industry is
still seen to be very stable since approximately 27 % of world's energy production
comes from them (Oil: 5 %, natural gas: 22 %). (OECD, 2014b)
"In world energy production, already a change of couple of percentages from one
energy source to another is so enormous that the change is very slow. It's guaranteed
that the world will change to be develop, but so will oil drilling". (Informant 50)
One of the biggest reasons why the oil price now is so low is that the drilling methods
have developed. Today, as there is over capacity of oil in the market and the oil price
is very low. The development of new drilling methods that have enabled the
possibility to extract oil from places that before where unextractable, at least at a
lower cost. Now, it is not forecasted that oil will end up. There are new oil sources
found all the time and new ways to extract it easier, cheaper and more efficiently. It is
mostly oil exploration mission that suffer from the cost of oil.
"One has to remember, that even though the industry is in sort of a crisis and the new
investment are frozen, there is a lot of money in the background". (Informant 45)
The low price of oil would not affect anyhow the helideck industry, like many other
businesses, since the players in the oil business cannot cut corners in aviation safety,
if the player does not want to take the whole helideck out of business.
"If a vessel is fully operational, they can't cut corners in safety which is a good thing
for our business. Many companies delay their decision making until the last minute
because of the oil crisis, but mostly it affects the oil exploration." (Informant 50)
The oil industry is very conservative. For this reason, it is very hard for a new comer
in the market because a company needs a good and long reputation to do business in
the market. A new comer does not have a record of accomplishments to show how it
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has performed in the past and no references. Other thing a new comer needs to
consider also, the industry is old and already established. This means that the
problems have already been solved somehow.
There are four worthy suppliers for helideck safety lights in the world and some small
players. The solution consists of a light circle and a letter H on the decks. The
solutions cost varies from approximately 100 000 € to 300 000 € depending on the
supplier and the size of the deck. The variables of the market are stated in table 6.
Table 6. The characteristics of the helideck safety light market.
Helideck safety
lights:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements

Technological
uncertainty
Market
uncertainty
Competition

Environmental
factors

Comments:
1200 – 3900 M€
5 – 10 %
 Market has several requirements to fulfill:
o Heavy standards in aviation and in shipping
o Brand image important
o Track record important
 Efla Oy has the knowledge to solve the problems in
the market with current knowledge
 The products and solution are very similar to the
current market, but some R&D needs to be done
 The market is interested, but no upcoming projects
are foreseen
 Market is heavily competed
 Helideck industry is closely linked to Oil & Gas
industry that is an old industry with ready solutions
that have a track record
 The market fulfills 5/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, water, Chemicals, Nature
forces and vibration

Score:
2
-2
2

1

1

-2

2

Marine safety signals
Marine safety signals are lights used at the sea so that ships and vessels to navigate
safely. They are for example buoys, waterway signals, and other markings to ensure
safety on sea. They are used in harbors, waterways, to navigate near offshore wind
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turbines and oil and gas industry's platforms. The market size of the global marine
safety signals is estimated to be approximately 200 million euros annually. This is
estimation in safety signals only. The complete marine market is much bigger since
this estimation does not take dredging, waterway design or waterway building into
account. The market is also safe from variations since as safety products they are
necessary. The markets are stagnated and have neither experienced any growth
recently. This is anyhow about to be changed since the market will soon be expanded
by a completely new segment.
"In the past, offshore was used as a synonym for oil & gas industry and their
platforms. Today, a very rapidly growing and big market is offshore wind turbines.
The simple reason for this is that nobody wants them to be located in your own
neighborhood". (Informant 23)
Wind farms are a big trend now in Europe, and in the future, the industry will take off
in the U.S. also, but this requires big political changes in the country and that process
is slow. The whole industry exists only because Europe has had the will to support
the development of greener energy sources and wind farms. Wind farms are not still
exactly economically rational investments but for example, the German government
supports the wind power annually with guaranteed prices. There are under 1000
offshore wind turbines built in Europe now, but for example, Germany has planned to
build 20 000 new wind turbines. About 10 % of these are expected to be built during
the next five years. Other big investments within the wind farm industry are coming
in the UK, Netherlands and Denmark. The business will be enormous. There is not
any exact estimation about the size of the offshore wind power markets at the
moment because the industry is only still taking baby steps. Now, the market is
smaller than the traditional marine signal market (approximately 10 million euros)
but in the future, it is estimated to be many times greater. The markets are global, but
the biggest cluster is located at the same place as the helideck market, at the North
Sea, where the wind farms are.
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There are some requirements that would affect Efla Oy also once entered. Mostly the
standards on the market have something to do with the performance of the lighting
equipment. IMO (International Maritime Organization) and IALA (International
Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities) are the two
biggest organizations in the world that develop the standards in the industry. The
authorities have their own standards they need to take into account when planning the
waterways and the equipment manufacturers have their own that defines for example
how the range of the light is measured.
The customers set quality requirements. The customer can for example set a
requirement that the equipment needs to be able to function well for at least 15 years.
In situation like this, the supplier needs to be able to prove with some kind of
standardized method that the electronics can sustain for that long. In solutions now,
this is a problem, since they are not sustainable enough and there are not anyhow any
official requirements for the quality of the products. Anyhow, there are not any
official quality standards for the sustain of the products. A couple of years ago, there
was some plans to create standards and certificates to every product but it failed
because small players resisted it because it had meant additional cost.
The environment sets huge challenges on the protection of the electronics; first, the
salt water sets a huge demand on corrosion resistance. Second the waves, wind,
collision with ships and ice sets needs to withstand physical wearing, vibration and
even impact. A common problem in the market is born when a ship has an impact on
a buoy and the buoy sinks under the water and ice. When a buoy that weight over 10
tons rises back to the surface and has an impact with the ice it breaks. The light
system in the buoy soaks water as a result and stops working. Efla Oy has a lot of
experience in dealing with heavy impact since the products now are situated on
airfield runways in the touch down zone where airplanes that weight several tons
have a direct impact on the products.
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There are about a hundred players in the market, of whom most are small players.
Each company has their own technologies, interfaces and software's, for example for
tracking the buoys or to gather data from them. For this reason, the customers are
very loyal in the market. They do not want to change the operating system from the
one they are used to use. The variables of the market are stated in table 7.
Table 7. The Characteristics of the marine safety light market.
Marine safety
signals:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements

Comments:

200-300 M€
0-40 %
 A few requirements to fulfill
o Mostly quality issues set by customers
 The company can solve the technological
problems using its current knowledge
Technological
uncertainty
 Some mold technical features need to be
reconfigured
 The market is in need, other solution cannot solve
the problems
Market uncertainty
 Some upcoming product development projects is
seen to happen in the future
 Some competition exists, but no solutions for the
problems
Competition
 The competition has some quality issues
 The market segment fulfills 5/6 of the
Environmental
environmental factors set
factors
o Temperature, water, chemicals, nature
forces, vibration

Score:
-2
-1
1

1

2

1

2

4.2.2 Sensor industry
"The world is full software companies that have great ideas how to analyze the
gathered data, but these companies do not have a single idea how to actually gather
the data; what kind of sensors to use and how to protect them from the environment.
The industrial internet has been understood wrong in Finland. Everybody thinks that
it is only software and data. Nobody is trying to figure out how to gather the data.
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Many industrial companies have this problem in Finland; there are not any serious
sensor providers". (Informant 51)
The sensor business is closely linked to digitalization and the amount of sensors in
thousands of different applications is foreseen to grow very rapidly during the next
coming years. Below are presented to most potential sensor applications identified in
this study. As noted from the quotation, there is a market.
Environmental sensors
The complete environmental business area is very trendy now. Industries in cleantech
like smart cities, smart homes, etc. are facing growing amount of new applications
and competitors on a daily basis. People around the world seem to have achieved
deeper knowledge in environmental awareness and specialists do not need to argue
anymore about environmental problems and about climate change. As people's
knowledge about green values and concern about climate change grows, the
environmental business sector is expected to grow. The whole cleantech sector is
expecting growth and firms in this field have high expectations about growth. Still,
even though the awareness of environmental problems is rising, only a few is ready to
pay for environmental friendly solution, especially if they are more expensive.
There is also debate about the term cleantech and its validity because it is so widely
used. The Finnish export promotion organization Finpro publishes every year a
review of the Finnish cleantech markets. In the listing, the ten biggest cleantech
companies in are the ten biggest companies in Finland generally. Companies like
Kone, Wärtsilä and Neste usually dominate the top spots on the list. The term seems
loose since firms of mechanical engineering and oil refining are listed as cleantech.
Still, cleantech cannot be considered as a single industry. It is a crosscutting method
where everything is done more effectively, with a smaller environmental impact, and
smaller material flow. Where goes the line between cleantech and general business
improving?
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One potential market segment for Efla Oy is different kind of environmental sensors
for example for measuring different features in waters like waves, water depth and
pH. The problem the sensors at the market at the moment are facing for example in
waste water feature measuring is that the waters are very corrosive and all the
solutions today are basically executed the same way, by putting the electronic
components in a sealed box.
According to some specialists, this is might a wrong approach to the markets when
considering environmental and cleantech markets. When approaching cleantech
markets the companies should recognize areas in the world with environmental
problems and try to find solutions for them, not single technologies.
"As an example of this is the United Arab Emirates (UAE). There is a huge waste
problem. A vast amount of waste dumped in the desert and only recently has the
official authority started to recognize the effects on human health." (Informant 49)
There are a lot of markets for environmental solutions in the world, even in Europe.
In Asia and especially China there are huge problems with air quality and in the
South America and Africa the cleantech markets are only developing. There is also
the global climate change to solve. The developing countries are anyhow problematic
markets since the revenue model is missing. For example in the UAE, nobody owns
the waste. How to gain revenue from waste if nobody owns it? Another factor is that
the environmental markets are not necessary global. For example, it would not be
very profitable to export smart homes to the UAE since they have a surplus of energy
and pay a monthly fee for it. It is not profitable to start saving energy there.
Anyhow, penetrating the environmental sensor markets and finding a trustworthy
partner there would still be preferable since the global markets in general are
changing.
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"Today the customers want turnkey solutions. Today, even in the developing
countries, companies can manufacture single components by themselves but complex
comprehensive solutions might be inaccessible." (Informant 49)
To achieve this, companies need to exploit consortium and value chain formation.
One needs to be the driver that has the ability to offer the comprehensive solution and
the rest offer the single components. This is what Efla Oy is doing now in the current
markets; Efla Oy sells the components behind the airfield lighting to the light
manufacturer and the manufacturer sells the comprehensive solution. The customer
does not have to choose the components by themselves. Most of the markets around
the globe are already developed enough that only turnkey solutions are interesting
and the outsourcing of solution.
Efla Oy should find a comprehensive solution provider in environmental sensor
business. Efla Oy's protection will bring a huge benefit to environmental sensors or
measurement systems that are exposed to changes in temperature, water and
chemicals and there are markets for Efla Oy's solution if it is technologically
achievable. There is some technological uncertainty since this is something Efla Oy
has not done before. On the negative side, there are not any entry barriers to the
market, since all that is required is CE-notations and ISO-standards 9001 & 14001
which Efla Oy already has.
Environmental measuring stations will be more common in the future. Now, there is
about 1500-2000 measuring stations in Finland. The data from the rest of the world is
hard to achieve since the market is very new and only developing. For example in
Turkey is a lot bigger market with bigger population and area. They have only some
hundreds of stations. The markets will anyhow grow especially in western countries
because of changes in regulation, but also because of advancement in technology. For
example, the EU-commission will release a water directive that will set legislative
requirements on water quality measurement that will make the measurements
obligatory. The processes will also be fully automated and old technologies and
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laboratory measurements will be displaced. The clientele of environmental sensors
include mining companies, peat producers, waste disposal plants, heavy industry like
pulp & paper and steel, military forces, research institutes, officials and private users.
In the near future, there will be 10 000 stations word wide and in five years the
amount will double. The price of a simple water measurement station that measures
flow rate costs 3000 € on average. The most expensive stations cost between 10 000 –
20 000 €, which leads to a market size of 30 million to 200 million euros. The Finnish
market size is about 5 million euros. The characteristics of the environmental sensors
market are summarized in table 8.
Table 8. The characteristics of the environmental sensor market.
Environmental
sensors:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements
Technological
uncertainty
Market
uncertainty
Competition
Environmental
factors

Comments:
30-200 M€
100 %
 There are no requirements on the market and no
requirement are in development
 Efla Oy is able to solve the technological
problems with the current knowledge
 New products and molds need to be developed
 The markets are definitely interested in the
encapsulation of Efla Oy
 The size of the potential is very uncertain since
the markets are still at a very early state
 There is some competition and existing solutions
in the market
 The market fulfills 6/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, water, chemicals, nature
forces, pests, vibration

Score:
-2
2
-2
1

2

1

2

Machine control systems
Machine control systems in this research are systems in different kind of vehicles that
are used to control the vehicle. The systems are linked to sensors that gather data
from the machine and around it. Systems like these can be found in almost every
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vehicle in the form of a computer, Bluetooth, radio or GPS-systems etc. In this
research, the focus is on machine control systems in heavy machinery onshore, like in
truck or loaders, but they can also be implemented in offshore vehicles.
This market segment is very interesting since it fulfills many different attractive
characteristics for Efla Oy. First, the environmental conditions are very demanding in
both onshore and offshore markets. Offshore the sea, water, salt and storms of course
put a lot of pressure on the protection of the electrical components. Onshore the
variation of temperature, rain, dust and mechanical stress causes problems. The
onshore markets are also lacking standards. Boats and vessels offshore have already
for a long time been under strict requirements, but on land, there are not any
standards. The machine control systems withhold also a huge market opportunity.
The market is growing because of mega trends and they have some serious problems
with protection and tightness in the products.
There are many problems with the machine control systems especially in heavy
machinery like truck and loaders. Little by little, dust from different sources for
example the road, soil or stones, is carried to the cabin through small leakages in the
seals and in the cabin it is carried to the surfaces of the different connectors used in
the cabin. As time goes by, the contact is not sufficient enough anymore and the
complete electrical system of the machine might stop working properly. This happens
usually when the machine has been used 8000-10 000 hours, which is approximately
3-4 years. In addition, the machines are always in very demanding conditions since
they are located outside in cold and rain, and sometimes digging happens in water or
even through ice.
The machine manufacturers are not interested in the problem since usually the
warranty in the machines has already expired at this point and usually in machines
that have been used under 5000 hours are problem free. Then the service costs are left
for the end user, the civil engineering company.
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"We have about 30 loaders from which about 1-2 are in service all the time because
of these problems. We have the same problems in our trucks also, and there the
problems are more frequent since some dust is extracted from roads when driving".
(Informant 39)
This means that 3-7 % of heavy machinery is at service at the same time because of
problems in machine control systems and the leaks in the connector tightness. The
problem in far more serious in the case of loaders than trucks since trucks can be
driven to car wash or service, but loaders need transportation, which is expensive.
In the future, the problems with the machine control systems can be seen to grow,
since the electrical systems are going to be more and more common in machines and
the systems are becoming a requirement. Simple features, like radio and Bluetooth,
are found today in almost all machines, but even more advanced systems are
becoming more general for example 3D-screens or systems that measure the loaders
shovel's range from the sea level in real time by using data from satellites. On some
construction sites, the 3D-scanner is already a requirement. This means also that the
amount of different kind of sensors is going to grow in the machines that need to be
protected and that is going to be a business opportunity for Efla Oy. The
developments in ease of use, comfort and digitalization are also very welcome in the
industry.
"Developments in machine control systems are very welcome since younger workers
are harder to recruit to uncomfortable working environments". (Informant 39)
The industry is anyhow very conservative and developments are not easy accepted in
the machines. The customers are also very price-sensitive in this poor economic
situation. Still, as a manufacturer starts to implement some new features to its
products it expands fast to other machines also. Word-of-Mouth –marketing is very
strong in the industry. The end users are very careful about the machines they use, but
if they hear from another user that another manufacturer has better performance for
example in more sustainable machines they switch to that manufacturer.
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Usually, another company than the machine manufacturer produces the electronics to
the heavy machinery.
"Already for a longer time it has been recognized that machines will get more
intelligence, sensors and electronics in them. We are currently working on a project
in which the customer wants to integrate sensors, electronics and cables afterwards…
Projects like this should already happen in the product development phase. It's very
hard to reserve space for different sensors after wards". (Informant 51)
The machine manufacturers do not consider the electrical systems in the product
development phase. The manufacturers want to concentrate themselves now and in
the future on the on designing the machine.
"All additional electronics has come from a third party, excluding normal systems
like GPS, etc. We don't see a possibility in the future that the machine manufacturer
would want to start design different systems or even want to design the machines so
that the systems would be easier to gear to the machine". (Informant 51)
The machine manufacturers have some systems, but according to the informants they
aren't very advanced. Usually, they have something to do with the actual controlling
of the machine and the more advanced systems need to be built around this system.
There are two business opportunities for Efla Oy in this market segment. The first
one is proper connectors in the cabin. Efla Oy has a long history in manufacturing
proper and close connectors that are waterproof and dustproof. The second on is the
sensors that are becoming more common every day. They need protection too. A
good example in this case is the sensor in the loader shovel that measures the shovel's
height from the sea level. It is attached to the shovel itself. Can it withstand digging
in the water or digging even through ice? According to the informants, the problems
with the electronics start when they are integrated to the machine afterwards and the
protection is not designed well. Another problem is that there are not sensor-
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manufacturers who can protect their products answer the extreme environmental
conditions that the sensors need in this industry.
There is similar kind of development happening in the offshore vehicles, but in much
slower phase than onshore. There is a simple reason for this; the onshore machinery
is manufactured in a much bigger scale, as mass production. Still, in the future,
systems that ease the use of the vessels are going to become more common. In
addition, mechanical switches, like physical buttons etc., are going to be removed and
replaces with artificial intelligence and touch screens. In addition, fuses are going to
be removed as a result, because the computer can calculate the optimal voltages.
Another example of what the systems are going to do is operations that the operator
uses very seldom for example towing lights. These are a set of lights that are used
very seldom and because of that, it is very hard to remember which light to put on
when being towed.
There are also similar problems on the offshore side. A sub-contractor, not by the
actual vessel manufacturer, develops the electronic components or systems. There are
also many problems with the protection of the systems. They leak electricity, which,
as stated before, is a bad combination with water. The leaking electricity causes
corrosion in vessels aluminum structures. The problem is recognized in boat
companies that get the direct feedback from the end user, but not in the electronic
system provider.
"The problems with boats electronics systems are caused as a consequence when
water ends up in the boat as a consequence for example a storm. We make 20 000
electronic systems to different size vessels annually of which 10 are faulty".
(Informant 27)
The variables of the market are stated in table 9. Here only the onshore markets of the
machine control systems are analyzed since it is seen to have bigger potential than the
offshore side. In Finland today, about 1500 machines are sold annually on average.
The markets are stagnated and no growth or decrease is seen to happen in a while.
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Today, for example 3D-earth level scanners are installed in 10 % of the machines.
Within five years, they will be installed in every new machine sold. The systems cost
30 000-35 000 € regardless the brand. Therefore, the machine control system markets
in Finland are about 4.5-5.3 million euros. The global markets are about 100-times
bigger.
Table 9. The characteristics of the machine control system market.
Machine control
systems:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements

Comments:
450-530 M€
90 %
 No craved standards yet on the market
 The markets still very young and developing
 Standards will come when the systems get more

Score:
-1
2

-1

common

Technological
uncertainty
Market
uncertainty
Competition









Environmental
factors

Efla Oy hasn't done anything like this before
New knowledge have to be acquired to serve the
market
Efla Oy has still good knowledge in connectors
that is a problem on the market
The markets are interested and in a need for a
trustworthy and well protected sensors
There is some competition in the market
The competition is lacking quality, but the market
is very conservative and craves a track record
The market fulfills 6/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, water, chemicals, nature
forces, pests, vibration

-1

-1
-1

2

Weather masts
Weather masts are masts that measure different things from the atmosphere for
example wind speed, humidity, rainfall, temperature or even other things not related
to the atmosphere like ground temperature, road temperature or road friction. Weather
masts are located all around the world from the South Pole to the equator and from
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airfields, railways and waterways to solar and wind energy production, and from
national institutes and military forces to private uses.
Weather masts are a very interesting market segment on several different aspects.
First, the masts are often located in the most demanding environmental conditions.
Second, as there are a large number of sensors included in a weather mast, it is very
closely related to advancements in IT-technology and digitalization. There are also
other products like obstruction lights. Third, this market segment is a segment where
Efla Oy could utilize the system provider status, since the masts can all utilize similar
technology and same products and components. Fourth, the market segment is
developing standards now.
Weather masts are facing several different environmental challenges, since they are
located all around the world and outside in the wild nature; Close to the equator, the
electronics in the masts are facing terrible heat and closer to the poles they are facing
freezing cold, just like electronics on airfields. In addition to the huge amount of
electronics the weather masts contain, for example sensors to a huge variety of
attributes to measure and obstruction lights, there are also cables and connectors to
connect these sensors to for example a power source. In all of these, Efla Oy has
experience. In addition, this market segment would be easier to serve at low cost,
since usually the weather masts are in a standard size.
There is also going to be development in the standardization within the market. Some
standards have existed for a time already, but before they used to be only
recommendation not requirements. Now the customers and the authority have started
to look more closely at the requirements. The International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) has started to develop more detailed standards in cooperation
with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) for the weather mast located on
airfields. The requirement is that a weather mast needs to break down when an
airplanes wing hits it. No sparks are neither allowed during this process. In addition
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to the mast, also all the cables or the connectors that link the sensors to the power
source need to break. These connectors are called break away –connectors.
This development is very good for Efla Oy, since Efla Oy has already standards from
the FAA for its existing products, so the company knows the organization and their
habits and testing. In addition, Efla Oy designed a break away –connector already in
2006, but it was never commercialized. Here is a great opportunity to become first
enter to the market in cooperation with a weather data provider or weather mast
provider.
"There aren't really any break away –connector providers in the market, at least not
in this market segment. There are suppliers, but their solutions are too light. For
example, there are break away –connector solutions for pilot's helmets and the audio
cable there that need to break when escaping from a falling helicopter fast, but not
for higher voltages." (Informant 55)
The voltage range in the weather masts is suitable for Efla Oy's solution. Usually, the
voltages in weather masts vary from 24 V to 230 V depending on the power source;
mains power or solar power.
The global weather mast markets size is very difficult estimate since there are so
many different uses for them ranging from national institutes to agricultural uses and
no single player operates on them all since the requirement vary depending on the
use. However, estimated by an industry representative, the annual volume of weather
masts to airfields is calculated in hundreds and the amount of sensors in thousands.
Besides the cables and connectors, Efla Oy could start providing protection for the
sensors used in the masts. In this situation, the annual volume of products served to
the market is multiplied.
Efla Oy should penetrate this market first by using its experience and references as a
trustworthy airfield lightening system provider for the weather masts on airfields first.
When market presence is first established in this segment and good customer
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experience is gathered the penetration should continue deeper to other weather mast
targets also. The variables of the market are stated in table 10.
Table 10. The characteristics of the weather mast market. (Marketsandmarket.com,
2015a)
Weather masts:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements
Technological
uncertainty
Market
uncertainty
Competition

Environmental
factors:

Comments:
1500 M€
3-5 %
 There are several market requirements in the
market
o Some of which are very familiar to Efla
Oy (ICAO & FAA –standards)
 Similar products as in current business
 Efla Oy has ready solutions for the needs of the
market
 Market is in the need of solutions because of the
tightening standards
 No known competition or substitutes exists in the
market
 Competition situates in too low voltages
 The market fulfills 4/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, water, nature forces, and
pests

Score:
2
-2
2

2
2
2

1

4.2.3 Light industry
Lights are everywhere: outdoor, inside residences, in commercial use, in private use,
they are fixed and portable. Seven percent of all lights are in industrial use. The
biggest light consuming industries are mining, heavy industry, food & beverage,
power generation and oil, gas & petrochemical. The global light market is estimated
to be 83 billion euros. (Dialight, 2014) According to the Finnish electro technical
trade association (STK, 2016) the whole sale of electrical products has been growing
recently about 10 % annually and according to an informant about 90 % of the sales
of lights is wholesale sales. It has been also estimated that 45 % of LED-lights are
used in hazardous environment.
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However, since most of the light markets are bulky products, manufactured in lowcost countries with low margins, a more suitable niche in this market needs to be
identified where the environmental are more demanding so that protection is needed.
Even at the current market, where Efla Oy operates, Efla Oy's customers do not
manufacture the lights by themselves but buy them from a sub-contractor.
Obstruction lights
Obstruction lights have been named a couple of times before already in this research
in different purposes for example when weather masts and wind turbines where
analyzed. Obstruction lights are anti-flight lights that need to be installed in every
over 60 m tall buildings and constructions. In some countries, the regulations are
even stricter and obstruction lights need to be installed in every building or
construction over 45 m tall. These buildings and constructions can be for example
wind power plants, telecom & broadcast towers, bridges, cranes, airfields, and power
plants.
The development of the markets can be identified by following trends in the market
or by following political development for example if some country has started to
support heavily wind power generation. As an example of this is the German market
at the moment. Usually the growth is estimated by market or segment, not globally.
When considered German markets for example, as mentioned before, there is
approximately 2000 new wind farm coming up at the North Sea during the next five
years. Since there are now about 1000 wind power plants, the market will triple, and
since in every wind power plant needs to be installed obstruction lights the market is
definitely growing in Germany. Finland has one of the strongest growth rates in
Europe in wind power plants with an annual rate of 200 new power plants. Norway
will also have a 1000 plant wind farm in the near future.
A big slice of the revenue of the companies in the market gain their revenue
renovation and retrofit-projects. In the USA, the markets are in telecom and broadcast
towers. It has been estimated that there are about 70 000 telecom and broadcast
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towers with outdated technology that needs to be replaced in the near future.
(Dialight, 2014) The global markets are estimated to be around 100-200 million euros
and there are about 3-4 significant players in the market.
The obstruction lights are also controlled by the ICAO, which suits well for Efla Oy
because of the experiences in the past. In addition, usually, especially wind power
plant manufacturers have very high demands on their component protection. Usually
this means protection against EMC (Electro Magnetic Compability) problems and
high voltages. This is neither a problem for Efla Oy since it is dealing with similar
problems in AGL-business. Usually the electronics associated with lights is
integrated inside an aluminum frame so they are safe, but the problems start when
cables from the light have to be lead somewhere. There are also specific markets in
the world where the requirements and standards are even more demanding than just
ICAO's for example Japan is one. In some markets, even FAA-standards are a
demand. Efla Oy's protection for obstruction lights would be very suitable since after
the arrival of LED's a lot of electronics has been implemented to the systems. For
example, circuit boards those check if the lights are on or off need to be protected.
Protecting very sensitive electronics like this is something where Efla Oy has great
experiences. The characteristics of the obstruction light market are presented in table
11.
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Table 11. The characteristics of the obstruction light market.
Obstruction
lights:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements

Technological
uncertainty

Market
uncertainty
Competition
Environmental
factors

Comments:
100-200 M€
10-40 %
 There are several requirements to fulfill in the
market
 Most of the standards are very familiar to Efla Oy
(ICAO & FAA)
 The standards vary between nations
 The company can solve the problems with the
current knowledge
 Efla Oy has references in protecting similar
sensitive electronics in aviation and light industry
 Efla Oy used to make products for the obstruction
industry in the past
 Market is interested in Efla Oy knowledge, but no
clear application point was found during the
research
 The markets are served with solutions
 The market fulfills 6/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, water, chemicals, nature
forces, pests, vibration

Score:
-2
-1

2

2

-1
-1
2

4.2.4 Defense industry
The defense industry is a very interesting industry as a whole for Efla Oy since the
since every single equipment is used or might end up to be used in a very demanding
conditions. In addition, the industry is also heavily influenced by digitalization and
more and more intelligence is added to a fighter's equipment every day. There are
several different applications identified within defense industry for Efla Oy’s
protection in this study for example communication equipment like phones and
radios, dark vision equipment like light amplifiers and infrared cameras, scout's
equipment like motions sensors, cameras, microphones, all kind of military vehicles
and different optical measurement systems like distance measurement equipment.
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Another possibility in defense industry is to use Efla Oy's protection as an impact
protection to protect the fighter and the equipment.
Now, the protection of the electronics is has been solved by placing the electronics
inside a for example a polycarbonate case and filled after wards with a rubber mass to
ensure that the enclose is hermetically sealed. The problem in this kind of solutions is
the additional weight that is caused by the rubber mass. The fighters are already
carrying a lot of weight and it is not favorable to increase it
“Because of very demanding standards, the defense industry uses still very old
technology which of most is dated in the 80’s, especially in smaller components of the
complete solutions”. (Informant 28)
The industry is heavily controlled by the NATO standards. These standards are a
requirement to every player in the defense industry market. Because of this, it might
be hard to find a sub-contractor that is certified and able to supply the wanted
components. However, when a player has fulfilled the requirements it might be even
easy to achieve a leading position in the market. Other typical characteristics of the
market are high prices and huge margins. After all the end users are nations with huge
budgets. In 2015, the global military expenditure was 1676 billion US dollars. This
amount is equivalent to 2.3 % of the global GDB. The biggest military budgets in the
world are in the USA, China, Saudi Arabia, Russia and the UK. The fall of the oil
price had some impact on the military spending also, but still the market growth was
last year 1 %. (Fleurant et al, 2016)
The market is well protected and even closed. It is hard to enter the market.
International business is not easy and in most cases, even impossible, since the
nations compete against each other and every nation has a very strong national
interest. The nations have their own defense strategies and financial objectives so the
politics affect the market also a lot for example, business are affected by decision
from whom one is allowed to buy, in other words the east vs. the west. So exporting
might be very difficult and as in the AGL-business, for example in the U.S. only
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products made in the USA are qualified because of the Buy American Act. Another
typical characteristic of the defense industry market is industrial espionage. For this
reason, there is a huge risk involved in product copying in other countries and
companies.
"Finland is the only country in the world with no espionage laws that would obligate
the Finnish authority to spy on other countries, the technology they are using and
their inventions and innovations". (Informant 28)
Optical equipment Systems
In the defense industry, the most potential market segment was identified to be the
optical equipment segment. In the other market segments, the problems with
electronics protection have been solved in some other way already. This might be
because the segments are older and the optical solutions are utilizing a quite new
technology. It is not preferred by Efla Oy to penetrate a market that is heavily
competed and full with competing solutions. Optical measurement systems can also
be used in other markets than just in military purposes for example in maritime,
railway, and construction industries. In addition most of the mentioned product
applications were in optical systems.
The problem with optical equipment is that the technological uncertainty is high. On
the other hand, this gives Efla Oy a chance to challenge itself and develop its
knowledge especially in material and molding, but on the other hand, it is unsure are
these problems possible to be solved with the current knowledge. Optical equipment
needs light to work properly. This means that the molding at Efla Oy needs to evolve
and enable solutions where the components or products are not completely closed
inside plastic and develop holes for, for example, lenses.
The optical equipment's suffer several problems in protection, leakages and material
choices. The products need to be waterproof and gas proof. In addition, thermal
expansion should not affect the measurement accuracy, for example if something is
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measured from the distance of 10 km or further even an expansion of one micrometer
is significant. So the materials used need to be very stable.
Another matter that rises the uncertainty felt about the optical measurement system
market is that actually the applications which crave extreme protection are only few.
Therefore, the market potential is actually small. What on the other hand raises the
market potential is that these solutions can be used also outside of the defense
industry in other applications. The variables of the market are stated in table 12.
Table 12. The characteristics of the optical measurement systems market.
(Marketsandmarkets.com, 2015b)
Optical
measurement
systems:
Market size
Market growth

Market
requirements

Technological
uncertainty

Market
uncertainty

Competition
Environmental
factors

Comments:
1100 M€
7-8 %
 Several and very demanding requirements to fulfill
 NATO-standards needed when sold to the military
forces
o NATO-standards are considered to be the
most demanding standards to get in the
world
 Efla Oy can solve the problems in product
development with the current knowledge
 Issues in mold technology and materials
 Markets are interested, but no application
possibilities were found during the research
 Annual volume of solutions in most demanding
environmental conditions is very small
o Only dozens annually
 Substitutes and competition exists, but there are
some quality problems
 The market fulfills 3/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, water, and nature forces

Score:
1
-2

2

1

-1

1
-1

4.2.5 Space industry
The most extreme environment is not found on this planet. The traditional space
industry is not anyhow that interesting. The first satellite was sent to the orbit already
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in the 1950's and the problems with protection have been solved ages ago. (Garber,
2016) The space industry anyhow has gone through some radical changes in recent
years. In the 1990's the industry was all still about traditional space industry and the
smallest satellites sent up to the sky were about 50 kg. The technology was also very
expensive and most of the projects stopped because lack of funding. Today, the
situation is quite different because of the invention of small satellites. The small
satellites are mostly made for commercial projects. This is a market segment where
Efla Oy could utilize the low-end encroachment strategy where Efla Oy could
conquer the market serving the customers with the lowest willingness to pay.
Small satellites
The biggest difference between small satellite segment and the traditional space
industry is that the small satellites are usually more unreliable, but they are possible
to be built faster and cheaper. The basic idea behind small satellites is to use
technology as common as possible. It is anyhow verified to sustain in space by a set
of various test like temperature and vibration. The goal is to build a satellite by using
earth-grade components that can last in space. The components used can be from for
example car industry:
"Components from car industry can even be more reliable than space-grade
technology, since if something breaks down in a car, the cost is more than if one
small satellite breaks in the sky. Another benefit is that the technologies can be
implemented without them have to be analyzed for as long as in the traditional space
industry." (Informant 52)
In the traditional space industry technologies are usually first analyzed for
approximately five years and tested for another five years, and even after that it might
not end up in a satellite. For this reason, the space industry has not evolved that fast
recently. The most of the expenses in small satellites come from labor costs. The
components in a CubeSat for example costs around 20 000 – 30 000 €, in other words
less than a car. The small satellites are divided into categories depending on their
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weight: CubeSat's are satellites that weight 1-5 kg, nanosatellites weight under 10 kg
and microsatellites under 50 kg.
On the other hand, launching is expensive. There are not many companies in the
world that offer launching as a service so they can maintain the prices high. At the
moment, launching is about 50 000 € / kg. The prices are anyhow expected to fall,
since there are rockets in development that can land back on earth once the satellites
on board have been delivered. Now the launching rockets are disposable. The landing
possibility surely brings down the prices for landing. This means that weight is an
issue in the market. Now, smallest satellites in the world weight around 1 kg and the
biggest several hundreds of kilos.
The market of small satellites is growing fast. The small satellites were discovered in
the turn of the century, when their potential and sustain in space was realized. After
that, the market has been growing fast. During the first five years, 2000-2005, about
50 CubeSat's were launched. During the next ten years, the pace kept at the same
level and about 100 CubeSat's were launched. It has been estimated anyhow that
during the years of 2015-2019 about 600 CubeSat's are going to be launched.
Altogether, during the couple years (2016-2018) about 1500 small satellites are going
to be launched and these are all commercial projects. As a surplus, there are only four
strong players now in the market and they receive more orders than they can build.
Small satellites price starts from 200 000 – 300 000 € depending on the requirements
and missions they are sent to. From this can be calculated that the market for next
couple of years in small satellites will be at least 500 million euros. The missions
vary from different data from the space like radiation, to picture or radar data. Biggest
satellites are of course much more expensive, but the price of small satellites is kept
low intentionally to keep up the interest in the markets.
Now there is a problem in the market with the lack of suppliers. Companies that have
not done space products before are not competing and the satellite manufacturers
have to still buy space-grade materials at higher price even though they desire
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cheaper and more common technology. There is not either still any standards in the
market that would demand a certain level of quality in the solutions. In 2017, there
will be an ISO-standard for a set of tests to demand if a component is suitable for
space or not. Still, at least the manufacturers and customers in small satellites do not
crave any certificates about the sustaining in space. The ISO-standards will affect
especially the commercial side of satellites. The official authorities for example ESA
(European Space Agency) use standards like ECSS (European Cooperation for Space
Standardization) but they have been noted to be too heavy for the small and
commercial side of satellites. The quality requirements in small satellites do not have
to be as high as in bigger ones. In big satellites, the qualitative demand is 100 %, but
in small satellites, 90 % success rate is satisfying. Anyhow, another problem in small
satellites is the qualitative issue since now the success rate of missions is about 50 %.
The rate is hoped to be raised by the standards. Satellites made by universities and
students considerably lower the rate. Companies that have sent something to the
space before have a success rate of almost 100 %.
Technical problems that the satellites face in the space are related to temperature,
vibration and radiation. The lifespan of small satellites is much shorter than the
bigger ones. This is a result of radiation in the space. Bigger last longer since they use
space-grade materials that sustain radiation better. Usually small satellite's lifespan is
about 2-5 years. However, the technology in the field evolves so fast that after five
years another would have been sent to space anyway. The variables of the market are
stated in table 13.
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Table 13. The characteristics of the small satellite market.
Small satellites:
Market size
Market growth
Market
requirements

Technological
uncertainty

Market
uncertainty

Competition

Environmental
factors

Comments:
500 M€
90 %
 There are a few requirements in the market
 The products and materials need to be the best
quality to sustain in space
 Upcoming standards in design (ISO-standard in
2017)
 The space sets huge requirements for materials used
in terms of temperature, vibration, radiation and
gassing.
o The total material loss of a substance used
should be under 1 % in space
 Efla Oy has no information about its solutions
sustain in space
 The market is in need for new suppliers from the
earth-grade products
 There is some competition in the market
 The company needs to compete with space-grade
firms and since the commercial-side of small
satellites wants earth-grade, which is lacking on the
market the company is in good competing position
 The market fulfills 3/6 of the set environmental
factors
o Temperature, nature forces, and vibration

Score:
-1
2

1

-2

2

-1

-1

4.3 Ranking of the most potential market segments
In chapter 4.2 information about each chosen market segment was presented and the
information was analyzed according to seven different attributes; market size, market
growth, market requirements, market uncertainty, technological uncertainty,
competition, and environmental factors. In this chapter, the segments are compared to
each other to form a ranking of the most potential market segments.
To form a ranking and to calculate the total score a formula was created:
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(1)

Where, T = total score, s = segment, s ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}, w = weight value, i =
index of market attributes (market size, market growth, market requirements,
technological uncertainty, competition, environmental factors), n is the total number
of attributes used, and here is 7. In calculation, w is converted to decimals.
The formula can be used to calculate the total score of a single market segment. In
table 14, the chosen potential market segment's score is calculated and they are
brought together to a table to gain comparison. In the table each market segment,
attribute and weight value and their value is presented, which are used in calculation
to create the ranking of the most potential market segments for Efla Oy. The weighted
value is based on the perspectives of Efla Oy. In other words, what Efla Oy felt was
the most important and valued most in the new market segments. The highest valued
attributes are market requirements and environmental factors, because Efla Oy felt
that in these categories it has the biggest competitive advantage. The values are
gained from interviews within the company. The lowest weighted value was set to
market size, technological uncertainty and competition, since Efla Oy values more the
growth potential of the market than the size today, Efla Oy believes it can solve the
technological problems it will meet at the new market and that the technology is so
unique that competition won't too obstacle for market expansion.
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Market growth (2)

Market requirements (3)

Market uncertainty (4)

Technological uncertainty (5)

Competition (6)

Environmental factors (7)

Total (T)

Weight value (w)

Market size (1)

Segments (s):
Marine safety signals (a)
Helideck safety lights (b)
Machine control systems (c)
Optical measurement systems (d)
Small satellite (e)
Weather masts (f)
Environmental sensors (g)
Obstruction lights (h)

Attributes (i):

Table 14. Ranking of the most potential market segments.

-2
2
-1
1
-1
2
-2
-2
10
%

-1
-2
2
-2
2
-2
2
-1
15
%

1
2
-1
2
1
2
-2
2
20
%

2
1
-1
-1
2
2
2
-1
15
%

1
1
-1
1
-2
2
1
2
10
%

1
-2
-1
2
1
2
1
-1
10
%

2
2
2
-1
-1
1
2
2
20
%

0.75
0.75
0.05
0.15
0.40
1.20
0.60
0.40
100
%

The highest scoring market segment is weather masts with the score of 1.2. The
second place is tied between marine safety signals and helideck safety lights with a
difference of 0.45 points to the first place. They scored 0.75. On the fourth place are
environmental sensors with the score of 0.60.
As the biggest market in the comparison, it is not a surprise that weather masts got
the first place since the roof of the scale was set on weather masts market size and it
automatically scored 2 points in that. For example on the second place the marine
safety lights scored -2, because of the small market size. The weight value of the
market size was valued very low because variation in the market sizes. Of course
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bigger markets have bigger potentials, but are Elfa Oy's resources efficient enough to
serve a bigger market, is the question. On the other side, weather mast scored very
badly in market growth which was a more valued attribute. Anyhow, great scores in
the most valued attributes, market requirements and environmental factor raised the
weather masts on the first place. The lowest scoring market segments are optical
measurement systems and machine control systems. Optical measurement systems
scored badly in market growth and environmental factors that were highly valued in
the comparison. Machine control systems got negative scoring in all of the evaluated
attributes except two which reflect the bad scoring.
The most variation in scoring was noticed in the market requirements attribute were
the difference between the highest score and the lowest score was 0.8 points,
considering the weight value. The attribute is highly valued by Efla Oy and the
difference is created by the weighted value. A big difference was seen in market
growth attribute also (0.6).
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5. DISCUSSION
This chapter will give deeper understanding of this study and the results. First, the
key findings of the study are discussed and the answers to research questions are
presented shortly. Second, the results will be evaluated. Third, the future research
recommendations will finish the chapter.

5.1 Key Findings
The main objective of this research was to identify new markets and market segments
for Efla Oy to expand its business. To do this one research question was formed and
two sub-research questions. Next, the research questions are answered. They are the
key findings of this study.
RQ1: What industries operate in extreme environmental conditions?
The answer to research question was presented in the table 3. In this table, based on
the empirical data, the named industries have been gathered together. Experts and
specialists were asked about industries in very challenging conditions where Efla Oy
could have market potential and named all of the industries in the interviews. To end
up on the list, an industry had to be named in an interview by an informant. The list
does not take into account the ranking of the industries or how many times it was
mentioned in the interviews. An industry was placed on the list if it was mentioned
even one time in the interviews.
The industries vary a lot in size and purpose. Altogether, 10 industries were named
and 54 market segments identified. Some of the industries could be combined and
some could be divided into separation that is more accurate, but in this research the
industries were divided as following: defense industry, electricity supply industry,
electronics industry, energy production industry, food industry, process industry,
space industry, traffic industry, vehicle industry and waste management industry.
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sRQ1: How can the potential new market segments be ranked from Efla Oy's
perspective?
To answer this question a ranking model was created to identify market related
information that affects the market attractiveness and penetration possibilities. The
model was presented in chapter 4.3. It is a simple model where seven variables
identified from the literature have been gathered to a framework. After this, the
attributes were analyzed from Efla Oy's perspective and given a weight value of how
important they were felt by the company in the new market exploring. A formula was
presented how the total scoring of the market segments can be calculated. The most
potential market segments were scored in each variable on a scale from -2 to +2. The
weighted value varied from importance of 10 % to importance of 20 %. The list
presented below to answer the second sub-research question was based on this
ranking method. The market segment there are presented in ranking order from the
best to the worst.
sRQ2: What market segments are the most suitable for Efla Oy?
The most potential market segments for Efla Oy have been listed below in a ranked
order:
1. Weather masts (1.20 points)
2. Marine safety signals (0.75 points)
2. Helideck safety lights (0.75 points)
4. Small satellites (0.60 points)
5. Obstruction lights (0.40 points)
6. Environmental sensors (0.40 points)
7. Optical measurement systems (0.15 points)
8. Machine control systems (0.05 points)

Weather masts were scored to be the best in the most suitable market segments for
Efla Oy's expansion. This is mostly because of the huge market size and the very
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strict market requirements, which was one of the most valuated attributes in the
weighted value analysis. Marine safety lights and helideck safety lights shared the
second place.
The goal was to find blue oceans by expanding the boarders of the current market
segment or by recognizing further away segments with great potential and less
competition. It is not a surprise that the adjacent markets weather masts and helideck
safety lights were ranked very high in the list. Both business areas are very close to
the AGL-business, weather masts are also operated on airfields and helideck are part
of aviation industry. In addition, the application possibilities there are very close to
the existing and there are several of them in encapsulation and even in the existing
connectors and cables.
Most surprising result was the ranking of the obstruction lights, which is also an
adjacent market with similar requirement as in the current AGL-business that Efla Oy
is in. The AGL-business and obstruction light business share the same needs for
certificates from FAA and ICAO. The biggest single reason why the obstruction
lights are not higher on the list is in the small market size and in that the application
there is still unknown.
The marine safety signal and helideck safety light market segments are very safe
choices since they are safety equipment that are or will become mandatory in the next
years. Even now as the oil industry is in crisis, these market segments are not
affected, since because of the heavy regulations in the market, companies cannot cut
corners in safety products, which these two are.
Most of the market segments identified here are linked to a much bigger industry for
example, helideck safety light to oil & gas industry, marine safety signals and
obstruction light to the growing wind farm industry in Europe and optical
measurement systems to defense industry. They are also linked to each other:
machine control systems, environmental sensors, marine safety light and weather
masts communicate with satellites and share different data. Different sensors can be
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used also in environmental sensors, weather masts, machine control systems, small
satellites, and marine safety signals. Much bigger markets can be penetrated when
choosing the co-development partner with care and sometimes even the whole market
can be covered with a couple of well-chosen partners. This helps also building a track
record for reference marketing.

5.2 Evaluation of the Results
The background of the researcher has not seen to have any effect on the results of this
study. The researcher does not have any prior experience in any of the industries, so
no industry was favored. Researcher's academic background had some impact, since
studies in environmental technology had some impact on favoring environmental
industries in the research phase. Still, in the results there are not any specific
environmental industries recommended as an expansion target. As a result, the results
are neutral.
The amount of interviews can be considered good in this research. Clear saturation
was achieved for identifying industries that operate in extreme environmental
conditions. Further and deeper understanding of the specific market segments is still
needed by the company to truly understand the target market.
Even though, not all of the interviewees that were interviewed were quoted or
mentioned in this research, they have affected the results of this study and on the
conclusions. They have, for example, helped to disclose some industries from further
study and directed towards right ones and suggested other experts with better
knowhow in the field. They might also have had an idea of a product application and
from there the right industry was deducted.

5.3 Future research recommendations
Several different informants mentioned the problems in public procurement. The
system as it is ideal on mental level and meant to eliminate corruption, but in practice,
it does not work. In the system the product that is meant to be acquired is ranked
according some technical features and by price. Usually, price in emphasized more
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than the technical features in these procurements. Because the transaction has to be
done solely based on the ranking, sometime the public authority ends up buying
something that is not suitable for the situation only because it was the cheapest
option. The phenomenon boosts if the public authority in charge does not have
experience or education in the field. The problem needs solving and is worth
researching.
The issue of the Finnish brand image came up also in the interviews. Finnish
companies rely very heavily on their Finnish home market, the references from there
and on the believe that this will be connected to quality. On a global scale, anyhow,
Finland is a very small market and most of the people in the world do not even know
where Finland is. What if the Finnish companies would change their marketing image
from Finnish to Nordic? This term gives a hint where the market is situated and the
Finnish companies could utilize the reputation that for example Swedish companies
have generated globally. The effects of this change would be interesting and in the
best case increase the sales of Finnish companies. The company is also given further
action points and issues worth research in the managerial implications chapter later.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This chapter concludes the thesis. A comprehensive summary is brought to the reader
to give an overall review about the study. Next, the managerial implications are given
to provide recommendations for Efla Oy for the future to achieve the future growth
and successfully expand to new markets. The recommendations are based on the
results of the study in other words on the empirical data and theoretical knowledge.

6.1 Summary of results
The goal of this thesis was to identify new markets and market segments for Efla Oy
to expand its business to. The results are used later in the company to build a growth
strategy for the company. Now the company operates on in one market segment
which has been experiencing fast growth under the recent years. In fear of losing
market share and profits, the company wants to continue the growth by finding new
markets and expanding the business.
The theoretical framework in this study was used to identify characteristics of
growing companies and to identify factors new possible market for a SME company.
The theoretical framework was built on five main topics: SME growth, new market
exploring, new market evaluating, positioning in an industry and segmentation.
Previous SME growth literature in the definitions of growth, approaches of growth,
and explanations of small firm growth were discussed. The role of innovation cannot
be neglected in a growing company. In the new market exploring part the role of
uncertainty and consequences were discussed. New market entry is rather uncertain
than risky. Because of this reason, for expanding businesses, information about the
new market is very important. The part of evaluating new markets was mainly based
on Porter's Five Forces –framework of evaluating the attractiveness of an industry.
Positioning in an industry discusses the common competitive strategies used in
industries. It is important for a company to create a strategy to be profitable. In the
last part of choosing market segments, the definitions of segments and segmentation
are presented and the ways of choosing the segment are discussed.
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The study was executed as a qualitative research. As the primary data were used
semi-structured in-depth theme-based interviews with 60 informants. The interviews
were divided into two rounds. In the first round 30 informants were interviewed in 20
interviews to find answers to the first research question of this study: 'What industries
operate in the most demanding conditions?' in the second round 30 informants were
interviewed in 32 interviews to gain more specific information about the chosen
market segments. These interview in round two were finally used to answer the subresearch questions after analysis.
The most important results of this research were the identified new markets and
markets segments and the created ranking model to rank new market segments.
Altogether 10 markets and 54 market segments were identified in this research that
operate in the most demanding conditions and are potential markets for Efla Oy.
From these, the eight most potential market segments were identified using criteria
from the literature, technological features and the case company's own perspective. A
ranking model was created based on the literature to evaluate the market segments
and score them to form a final ranking of the segments. The ranking model takes also
firms own competences and desires into account. The information about the specific
markets was gained through the interviews in round two.

6.2 Managerial implications
It is clear that Efla Oy as a company and the technology developed has a lot of
potential. The company is growing on multiple levels, quantitatively and qualitatively
and is heavily investing in the future. In the literature review, it was clearly identified
that Efla Oy has many of the same qualitative characteristics of recognized growing
companies. These characteristic have been identified by researchers all over the world
and reflect the great growing potential of the company. The products are appealing in
several different industries so Efla Oy should definitely continue its pursuit to
expanding to new markets. One of the most important results of this study is that
there is a growth potential for Efla Oy with the encapsulation technology.
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To do this, Efla Oy should build a detailed growth/expansion strategy with specific
objectives. It has been identified that the growth is better achieved when a detailed
strategy has been made. This brings up also the possibility of evaluating the success.
The company should pull out of a market and accept the losses if objectives are not
fulfilled.
In business expansion to new markets, Efla Oy should focus on the markets that have
been identified in this study, more precisely, on the market segments that were named
the most potential. It is recommended that in the early stages of business expansion,
the company chooses only one market to expand to and focuses on that. Once
experience of the business expansion, new business model and new product
development has been achieved, the company can continue its growth to other
industries. The company needs to figure out the business model of how to operate on
the market. It is recommended that the company does this in close cooperation with
business partners operating already in the market and continue to work in close
cooperation. This involves also close co-product development to meet the market
needs. Institutional learning is very important as well as experience in the new market
place. Efla Oy can gain a lot of knowledge from the partner. Afterwards, the decision
has to be made if the encapsulation technology is used to serve the markets with
turnkey projects, products, components or as a service. It has been stated that today
the markets crave for turnkey projects. For this, the company anyhow does not have
resources so it is recommended to supply these projects in close cooperation with a
trustworthy partner and a market driver who serves the market with comprehensive
solutions.
Other option to this is that instead of building a heavy growth strategy, and follow it
strictly, the company could take short sprints to the target markets, try them out and
leave if they are not satisfying -- stay if it is. This way no heavy investments are
needed and the operations are more open to change.
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Additional recommendations involve recommendations in supply chain management,
human resources management and development of internal communication. New
business brings new challenges to all of these. The new business will bring extra
burden to the already overloaded supply chain in the company. The problems with the
suppliers, storages and customer payments need to be fixed, because there will be
new sub-contractors, new components and new customers with different needs than
the old ones which will result in some additional work especially in the beginning.
The challenges can easily be predicted, so solutions to the problems should be made
before the new business starts. As the new business starts, the employees of the
company will need also better guidance in their roles in the company; what is whose
responsibility and when does it need to be done. People need to know their own
responsibilities to achieve objectives. The company is already facing some problems
with delegating responsibilities, or more precisely, avoiding responsibilities. These
challenges need to be solved before the new business starts. For example who is
responsible of the project, who is in contact with the customer and how are the new
product development project prioritized compared the project of the old business.
This is a matter of human resource management and is closely related to internal
communication of the company. Once the new business starts, the communication
has to become better in the company. Openness and transparency are the key words.
The employees and project members need to know about the ongoing project and the
upcoming. The communication between sales and R&D is in key role, but the
communication should be improved through the whole company because some
employees felt like they have not been listened.
Efla Oy has an image as the most agile partner in the AGL-business. Improvement in
these matters boosts also that image and makes Efla Oy truly the fastest and most
flexible. As a solution to all this, could work establishing a completely new company
to take care of the new business or hiring new personnel with expertise in the internal
matters. One important factor is also how to handle organizational change resistance
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that is born from the new business. How will the conflicts be solved between
different points of view?
Efla Oy should also ways to deal with the seasonal spikes in orders. Now the amount
of product manufactured is going up and down on like a rollercoaster. Of course it
might be hard to even out the sales to be regular for a whole year. Especially, when
new orders come when new airfields are built or old ones are renovated. It is not a
continuous stream. This raises also other problems since now to answer the spikes
Efla Oy has to hire leased employees.
Efla Oy needs to continue its study on how to enhance internal communication, how
to solve problems in the supply chain and how to solve the problems in the
organizational structure. It is recommended to gain even more detailed market data
from the target markets before expansion and figure out the whole business concept
for the new business: Will Efla Oy provide encapsulation-as-a-service, components or
products? Why to choose Efla Oy? In addition, the ranking model created in this
study can be developed further. The weighted values can be adjusted and more
market segments can be added. As the world evolves, the markets evolve also, and
the attractiveness of different industries will change over time. The framework will
have to be maintained because of this.
Much effort needs to be put also in monitoring of the development of regulation and
norms in the new business as on the development of competing patents. The patents
need to be checked first when entering the market. After that, new patents need to be
applied to protect the solution. Once the solution is widely outspread, it is exposed to
more risks so it needs to be protected better. In addition, as noticed, in some of the
new business industries proposed here the rules, regulations and norms change fast.
Efla Oy needs to keep track on the development of these because they might change
the whole game. Easiest way probably to do this is to join a network of companies
that operate on the market because as a small company, Efla Oy does not have the
resources to constantly check all the documents for changes. The networks have
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usually specialists hired to follow the development on the market for example EUdirectives.
A future research recommendation in to research the business possibilities also inside
the airfield cluster and AGL-business. As on informant put it:
"There are going to be 40 000 new airplanes built for passenger transport alone
under the next 15 years. That's a very large number and total air transportation is
going to grow as an industry". (Informant 16)
From single markets, the Asian and Chinese market should be studied more closely
for opportunities, but also the African markets are growing fast.
"Every day, Chinese passengers are transported with over 3000 airplanes."
(Informant 16)
"The aviation industry is growing 4-5 % annually and even doubles that in Africa and
Asia. Australia is also a very dynamic market because of the fact that one has to fly
there and back. -- New mega hubs will born that will have one million flights per
year." (Informant 1)
There are huge amounts of different instruments in aircrafts and in which interference
protection along with hermetical enclosing as an important factor. The industry might
just be too competed for a SME. In addition, other applications on the airfields need
to be studied for horizontal or vertical integration. In addition, merger and acquisition
activities should be studied alongside these organic growth possibilities.
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